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We try to improve the 

lives of our customers by 

providing healthy, safe, 

fresh and tasty food. 

This report outlines the 

work we have undertaken 

in 2006/07 to live up to 

our goal.
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Since our first report was published 
in 2003, awareness of our impact on 
the environment, the people and the 
communities with which we come into 
contact has risen considerably. The 
commercial and social imperative to 
ensure our operations stand up to 
inspection and challenge has become 
more and more important. As such, our 
organisation has changed remarkably 
in that time and I believe that our 
performance, overall, has been and 
continues to be industry-leading.

That is because we believe corporate 
responsibility matters. Many things may 
have changed since 2003, but some 
things have stayed the same since John 
Sainsbury founded the company almost 
140 years ago. Those things are the 
principles by which we run the business 
today.

Our goal has always been to provide our 
customers with healthy, safe, fresh and 
tasty food. In fact, our ambition is to be 

Welcome to our fourth corporate 
responsibility report.

the best for food and health and in 2006 
we were rated ‘top for health’ by the 
National Consumer Council. This accolade 
was achieved not least because of our 
industry-leading multiple traffic light 
nutritional labelling system, which we 
have rolled out to almost 4,000 products. 
It was also a result of the efforts we have 
made to remove hydrogenated vegetable 
oils, flavour enhancers, artificial colours, 
aspartame and saccharin from our 
food, to beat government targets on 
salt reduction and engage customers in 
open, honest debate about the barriers to 
healthy eating.

But being rated the best for food and 
health will mean nothing unless we strive 
to maintain that position. This year we 
will be working even harder to inspire our 
customers and colleagues to live healthy 
lifestyles and to continue to make the 
products we sell as fresh, healthy and 
affordable as we can. 

Chief  
Executive’s 
introduction

Justin King

Paying lip service to 

our responsibilities is 

not an option
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Making a positive difference to our 
communities has always been core to 
Sainsbury’s. Our ‘Active Kids’ scheme 
is in its third year and has gone from 
strength to strength, with 31,000 schools 
now involved. Having so far put £34 
million of sports and activity equipment 
into schools across the UK we have now 
extended the scheme to include Scout 
and Girl Guide groups as we firmly believe 
that helping the nation’s next generation 
to live a more active lifestyle is the most 
sustainable solution to the challenge of 
childhood obesity. 

Paying lip service to our responsibilities is 
not an option. That is why, in April 2007, 
we launched ‘Make the Difference’ days – 
a series of days, one each month, aimed 
at involving our customers to encourage 
positive action and change across a range 
of environmental and ethical issues. The 
first day saw us become the first major 
UK supermarket to stop giving out free 
disposable carrier bags in our stores. 
Instead, we gave customers an estimated 
seven million free re-useable ‘Bags for 
Life’ for their shopping. That’s more than 
2 years’ worth of sales! By engaging with 
our customers like this, together we will 
make a difference.

My colleagues and I would like to hear 
your views on this report – please tell 
us what you think of it and how we 
can improve the way we address our 
responsibilities. Please e-mail your 
suggestions to cr.info@sainsburys.co.uk 

I look forward to hearing from you.

Justin King, Chief Executive 
Chair of CR Steering Group

Affordability, of course, is a complex 
issue. We have responsibilities to deliver 
the best products at the best price for 
our customers, but also to ensure our 
suppliers, both in Britain and abroad, 
receive a fair deal. The last year has 
involved a considerable degree of work 
in this area to make sure we source with 
integrity. Our commitment to a fair deal 
for British farmers, evidenced by our Farm 
Promise and Farm Connections schemes, 
and our drive to source as much produce 
as we can from Britain, is matched only 
by our commitment to Fairtrade. Our 
move to convert every single banana we 
sell to Fairtrade will make our share of the 
entire Fairtrade market larger than that 
of all of the other major supermarkets in 
the UK put together. This year alone, it 
will deliver a £4 million social premium to 
Fairtrade farmers.

Nothing has gathered more momentum 
in the last year than Respect for our 
environment. It is an area we are talking 
to both our suppliers and customers 
about. Only by working together can we 
expect to make a real difference. One of 
our main areas of focus over the last year 
has been on reducing waste. We are the 
only UK food retailer to offer customers a 
free carrier bag with a high proportion of 
recycled material and we have committed 
to reducing packaging by 5% relative to 
turnover by 2010.

We have managed to achieve all this as a 
result of the efforts of our colleagues in 
stores and depots across the country. Our 
belief is that by engaging our people with 
our business, by offering them training 
and opportunities, we not only become a 
great place to work, but we will ensure 
that our values and CR principles are 
acted upon from the ground up, not 
just from the top down. Our colleagues 
are encouraged to become active in 
their communities and our support for 
their efforts has been recognised by 
the Institute of Fundraising, which has 
awarded us silver accreditation in its 
‘Payroll Giving Quality Mark’.

When I joined the board of Sainsbury’s 
a year ago I already knew the company 
had a fine history, and a reputation 
for taking its responsibilities towards 
customers seriously. 

But in the last year I have been able to 
see for myself just how much innovative 
work has been done across the whole 
field of Corporate Responsibilty and 
Sustainability, since the Steering Group 
was set up in 2001.

The five principles laid down by that 
Group, namely The Best for Food and 
Health, Respect for the Environment, 
Sourcing with Integrity, Making a Positive 
Difference to the Community and creating 
a Great Place to Work, are not just add-
ons, they are embedded in the company’s 
daily planning and actions, right at the 
heart of its policy-making. This work 
has already been recognised by the 
awards that have come from a variety of 
professional bodies.

Ethical and Sustainable behaviour in 
business are principles close to my 
heart, and so I’m dedicated to the job 
I’ve been given in chairing the Corporate 
Responsibility Committee and reporting 
directly to the Board on all these matters. 
I can verify that there’s a constant 
monitoring of every aspect of these vital 
issues by teams of people working to 
improve Sainsbury’s already good record.

We know we can always do more. 

There is today an increasing and 
profound public interest in matters of 
health, the sustainable use of natural 
materials, trading fairly with developing 
communities, supporting British farmers, 
sourcing responsibly and in caring for our 
shared environment. 

Sainsbury’s shares those interests, 
continues to lead and not to follow and is 
dedicated to delivering the best. 

Anna Ford, Non-executive Director 
Chair of CR Committee

“ Our goal has always been 

to provide customers with 

healthy, safe, fresh and 

tasty food”
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Since we opened our first store in 1869 
it’s just been the way we do business. 
Today the agenda has moved on and so 
have people’s views, so we have looked 
at how we keep our own house in order 
as well as how we can help customers 
and colleagues to make real and lasting 
changes for the environment in which we 
all live.

We are proud of the difference we 
have already made through a variety 
of initiatives such as our Active Kids 
scheme, which has donated £34 million 
of sports and activity equipment to 
schools, our commitment to selling 100% 

Fairtrade bananas, which has improved 
the lives of hundreds of farmers and the 
sales of 4.7 million Bags for Life every 
year, saving 50 million disposable plastic 
bags from being sent to landfill.

That’s why we have launched a series of 
‘Make the Difference’ days to champion 
specific social and environmental issues. 
Each day highlights an issue, says what we 
are doing to address it and offers simple 
ways that customers and colleagues can 
also get involved. If we all act together we 
can really make the difference.

Our approach 

to corporate 
responsibility

At Sainsbury’s, we believe that 
corporate responsibility is about 
working in a way that respects the many 
stakeholders touched by our activities. 
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Engaging with stakeholders
The relationships we have with our 
customers, colleagues, suppliers and 
investors are at the heart of Sainsbury’s 
and shape the way we do things. We 
reinforce these relationships by engaging 
with organisations that inform our 
thinking on the way we do business. These 
include the Government, non-government 
organisations (NGOs), charities, trade 
unions and associations. 

By engaging with such a wide range 
of interested parties we are able to 
understand current issues, develop 
our business and manage risks. This 
measured approach means that we will 
always listen to views expressed enabling 
us to make informed decisions.

The breadth of organisations we meet and 
work with keeps us abreast of an ever-
changing and developing agenda. These 
include Marine Stewardship Council, 
Carbon Trust, Soil Association, Fair Trade 
Foundation, Woodland Trust, British 

Corporate responsibility 
governance structure
In the last year we have received our CR 
governance structure to ensure CR stays 
at the top of the agenda.

CR Steering Group 
Established 2001.  
Meets quarterly 

 
Justin King, Chair 
Chief Executive

The Best for Food and Health 
Gwyn Burr, Customer Director

Sourcing with Integrity  
Mike Coupe, Trading Director

Respect for our Environment  
Darren Shapland, Chief Financial 
Officer 

Making a Positive Difference to 
our Community  
Ken McMeikan, Retail Director 

A Great Place to Work  
Imelda Walsh, Human Resources 
Director

CR Committee 
Established January 
2007.  
Meets twice annually 

 
Anna Ford, Chair 
Non-Executive 
Director

Environmental 
Steering Group

Health Steering 
Group

Nutrition Foundation, British Dietetic 
Associations and the Forest Stewardship 
Council.

We are committed to working towards 
a sustainable future. To help us achieve 
this, Sainsbury’s is proud to be entering 
its fourth year as the only retailer that 
is a Foundation Corporate Partner of 
Forum for the Future, the UK’s leading 
sustainable development charity (www.
forumforthefuture.org). Forum for the 
Future plays an important role in helping 
us to make sure that sustainability 
remains at the heart of our business.

We also meet regularly with 
organisations such as the National 
Farmers Union, Greenpeace and others 
to share views and expertise and we 
have found those discussions helpful in 
alerting us to issues of concern to our 
customers. To ensure a fully rounded 
view of the industry and customer issues, 
we work with a number of cross-industry 
and multi-stakeholder organisations. 
For example, we are members of Ethical 
Trading Initiative, Business in the 
Community, the London Benchmarking 
Group and the Green Alliance.

Community 
Steering Group

A Great Place to 
Work leadership 
team

Brand 
Governance

CR Sainsbury’s 
Plc Board

Philip Hampton,  
Chairman
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Looking forward
It is clear that our customers and 
investors are paying increasing attention 
to the importance of social, ethical 
and environmental performance of our 
company. Communicating the work we do 
on these issues through our CR Report is 
very important to us.

We are committed to addressing current 
issues and ensuring we respond with 
integrity to emerging and future trends. 
We believe the best way to do this is by 
consulting key thinkers on these topics. 
One of the ways we have instigated open 
discussions is by organising Corporate 
Responsibility forums. Held in the 
evenings, over dinner, they are hosted by 
our Chief Executive, Justin King, and Anna 
Ford, a Non-executive Director and Chair 
of the Corporate Responsibility Steering 
Group at Sainsbury’s. This year, there will 
be five dinners in all, each relating to one 
of our five corporate principles. 

We hosted our ‘Sourcing with Integrity’ 
forum in February 2007, attended 
by Justin King, Anna Ford and Mike 
Coupe, Sainsbury’s Board Director 
responsible for trading. We invited 
guests representing the Ethical Trading 
Initiative, Forest Stewardship Council, Soil 
Association, Women’s Food and Farming 
Union, BBC Food Programme, a regional 
sausage producer and an industrial 
economics expert. 

In March 2007 we hosted a ‘Respect for our 
Environment’ forum, which was attended 
by representatives from The Carbon Trust, 
Energy Saving Trust, National Consumer 
Council, Friends of the Earth and the Green 
Alliance, as well as Darren Shapland, our 
Chief Financial Officer.

In addition to the CR forums, we are 
constantly discussing how CR fits in 
with customer values, the environment, 
sourcing, and health. This dialogue 
about current issues such as obesity, our 
multiple traffic light food labelling system, 
fish seasonality, and Fairtrade products 
allows us to have a fully comprehensive 
CR policy.

1
2
3
4
5

The best  
for food  
and health

Sourcing
with
integrity

Respect
for our
environment

Making a positive
difference to our
community

A great place
to work
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How are we rated on CR?
Sainsbury’s is included in the two major 
stock market indices: the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Index (DJSI) and the 
FTSE4Good index. 

Dow Jones Sustainability Index
The Dow Jones Sustainability Index is 
based on an assessment of economic, 
social and environmental performance. 
It takes into account the quality of a 
company’s strategy and management.

FTSE4Good Index
The FTSE4Good Index includes companies 
that meet prescribed standards of 
corporate responsibility. Sainsbury’s has 
been included in the FTSE4Good Index 
since it was set up in 2001.

Carbon Disclosure Project
We participate in the Carbon Disclosure 
Project (CDP), which researches leading 
companies’ greenhouse gas emissions 
and is backed by major investment firms. 
Almost 211 investors managing funds 
worth $31 trillion sponsored the 2006 
survey. We are the only food retailer 
to have participated in the Carbon 
Disclosure Project since it started five 
years ago.

Business in the Community 
Corporate Responsibility Index
We participate in the Corporate 
Responsibility Index compiled by Business 
in the Community. The Index assesses 
responsible business practice across a 
range of companies in different sectors. 
It measures the impact businesses have 
on the environment, on the people they 
employ and do business with, and the 
communities in which they operate. In 
2007, Sainsbury’s achieved 98.5% and 
came in the top 25 Platinum leaders 
band. This is a 5% improvement on our 
score from last year and our 29th place.

Making a positive
difference to our
community

A great place
to work
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Performance against 

our 2006/07 pledges

1
The best  
for food  
and health

 We will source 70% of organic produce 
from the UK by the end of 2006

69% of organic produce was 
UK sourced

We will launch ‘Supply Something New’ 
– our scheme to increase by 50% the 
number of small British firms supplying us

Launched with 12 regional 
champions responsible for 
developing regional sourcing

We will increase by 20% the number of 
assessments of global suppliers’ timber 
management systems

On target

We will ensure all the Sainsbury’s eggs we 
sell are from the UK

Achieved apart from during 
national egg shortage in 
December 2006

 75% of suppliers who provide us with 
timber-related products will receive 
additional training in Sainsbury’s 
sustainable timber sourcing policy

On target

 We will stock eggs from either free range 
or free range organic birds, ceasing the 
sale of any eggs from caged birds by 2009

We have adjusted the target 
to stocking eggs from either 
barn, free range or organic 
birds, ceasing the sale of any 
eggs from caged birds by 2012

We will stop selling all red-rated fish 
(sustainability criteria) by the end of 2006

Target met

We will ensure that 95% of our fish 
suppliers participate in research to source 
more sustainably by the end of 2006

Target met

We will introduce 50 new ‘Sainsbury’s SO 
Organic’ lines by September 2006

Target met

2
Sourcing 
with 
integrity

 We will ensure that 20% of our tip cards 
are healthy

On target

We will have the ‘multiple traffic light’ 
labelling on at least 4,000 products by 
January 2007

‘Multiple traffic light’ labelling 
on 3,935 products as of April 
2007

We will remove all hydrogenated fats from 
our own-brand products by January 2007

Target met

We will reduce salt in our own-brand 
products in line with targets for each 
category as defined by the FSA

On target

We will grow our healthy range, ‘Be Good 
To Yourself’, by 10% in 06/07

‘Be Good To Yourself’ grew  
by 5.3%

We will ensure that our issue and incident 
management processes deliver effective 
management of serious incidents with 
customer safety and communication as 
priorities

Five key public safety 
issues dealt with swiftly and 
effectively

We did not meet our target to have all 
bagged salads chlorine free and washed 
in natural spring water in stores by 
September 2006 but made significant 
progress in this area

Target almost met

Introduction 
In our 2005/06 CR report we set 
ourselves some challenging targets. 
The table opposite shows how well we 
have performed against these. More 
information is included within the report 
itself, along with detailed targets for 
how we aim to perform in 2007/08 and 
beyond.

Key

On target/target met

Target almost met

Target not met

No data
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We will raise £1 million for Sport Relief

£1.9 million was raised 

 With the support of our partners, the 
British Nutrition Foundation and the 
Design & Technology Association, as 
well as DCFS, we will re-launch ‘Taste of 
Success’ as ‘Active Kids Get Cooking’ and 
aim to reach 5,000 schools

7,000 schools have registered 
for ‘Active Kids Get Cooking’

We will exceed the £17 million of 
equipment donated last year to schools 
under ‘Active Kids’

£17 million donated, the same 
as in 2005/06

We will ensure that at least 30,000 
schools sign up to ‘Active Kids’

31,000 schools signed up for 
Active Kids

We will ensure that all our large stores are 
participating in our food donation scheme

Over 65% of main 
supermarkets are 
participating

We will reward 5,000 colleagues 
participating in ‘Local Heroes’

Colleagues’ participation grew 
again this year to 3,197 in 
2006/07

We will answer 80% of calls in 20 seconds

81% of calls were answered 
within 20 seconds

We will respond to 80% of e-mails  
in 48 hours

82% of e-mails were 
answered within 48 hours

We will respond to 80% of letters within 
10 days, or acknowledge receipt sooner if 
detailed investigations are needed before 
we can reply

81% of letters were answered 
within 10 days

We will reduce our carbon emissions per 
sq metre by 5% by April 2008 against a 
2004/05 baseline target

We have updated our target 
to reduce CO

2
 emissions per 

square metre by 25% by 2012 
against a 2004/05 baseline

We will fund our own recycling bank 
service starting with 30 London stores

On target

We will reduce waste sent to landfill by 
5% against the 2004/05 baseline by 
2010

On target

We will reduce carbon emissions per 
case transported by 5% by March 2009 
against a 2005/06 baseline

On target

We will reduce packaging by 5% relative 
to turnover by 2010 against a 2004/05 
baseline

We are still working towards 
meeting this target

We will reduce our mains water usage by 
50% by March 2009 against a 2005/06 
baseline

On target to meet, 17% 
reduction achieved in 
2006/07

We will reduce carrier bag usage by 5% 
by March 2006

Target significantly exceeded

3
Respect  
for our 
environment 5

A great place  

to work4
Making a positive 

difference to our 

community

 We will continue to decrease colleague 
turnover in 2006/07 by further 
developing our focus on colleague 
engagement and involvement. We will also 
be reviewing existing people policies and 
introducing new ones where necessary to 
continue to improve retention

10,500 fewer colleagues leave 
Sainsbury’s each year than in 
2004, a further improvement 
on last year

We will take a further 9,000 colleagues 
through the Making Sainsbury’s Great 
Again leadership programme

10,000 management 
colleagues have attended, up 
from 1,000 in 2005/06

We will strengthen our colleague sampling 
programme by linking it with key product 
launches over the year

Ongoing programme

We will continue our rolling Talkback 
programme and expect to see the 
Colleague Engagement Index increase by 
6 points by the end of the year

Colleague Engagement Index 
score rose to 76% from 69%

We will roll out our nutrition & health 
training to all colleagues

Ongoing process on target
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We work hard to make sure 

that we are meeting customer 

expectations and continually ask 

our customers what they think.

1The best  
for food  
and health

Highlights of 2006/07

Front-of-pack 

‘multiple traffic 

light’ labelling 

on almost 4,000 

products

We were rated 

top for health 

by the National 

Consumer Council

page

14
page

14
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Introduction
“Being best for food and health means offering our 
customers quality, healthy, affordable products and an 
informed choice so they are able to eat as healthily as 
possible. We do that by making information simple and 
easily understood.

Beyond food, it is about encouraging a healthier lifestyle 
– looking at both energy in AND energy out – our ‘Active 
Kids’ programme is a great example of this. 

We work hard to make sure that we are meeting customer 
expectations and continually ask our customers what 
they think. We were delighted to come first in the 
National Consumer Council survey ‘rating retailers for 
health’, especially as the survey focused specifically on 
how we are addressing health issues from our customers’ 
point of view. This gave us a clear indication that we are 
meeting our customers’ expectations.”
Gwyn Burr, Customer Director 

“ Being best for food and health means 

offering our customers quality, healthy 

affordable products”
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‘Multiple traffic light’ labelling
We were the first UK retailer to launch a ‘multiple traffic light’ 
nutritional labelling system in January 2005. It was developed 
to help customers to see at a glance the healthier food choices 
within a range of similar products. It shows how much fat, 
saturated fat, total sugars, salt and calories are in a serving of a 
food, thereby making it easier to make a healthier choice in our 
stores.

The ‘multiple traffic light’ labelling is consistent with the 
recommendations of the Food Standards Agency (FSA). Last 
year we set a target of ensuring it was on 4,000 of our products 
by January 2007. We fell just short of this target, with the 
‘multiple traffic light’ labelling on 3,935 products as of April 
2007. It is gradually being rolled out across all our products, 
rather than just those recommended by the FSA. By the end of 
2007 it will be on all our own-brand products.

Making healthy  
eating easier
Top for health
In November 2006 we were rated top for health by the National 
Consumer Council (NCC). The NCC report rated the UK’s top 
eight supermarkets on what they are doing to help customers 
shop, cook and eat more healthily. It looked at everything 
from the salt content of own-brand lines, price promotions and 
the prevalence of snacks at checkouts, to labelling and the 
information and advice that is available to customers. In moving 
up from fourth place in the previous year’s report to the number 
one spot in 2006, we demonstrated our commitment to being 
best for food and health. 

“Sainsbury’s has made big improvements on salt, with six out 
of ten standard, five out of ten ‘healthier’ and four out of ten 
economy ranges meeting the FSA’s 2006 targets. Many products 
are labelled on front-of-pack with its ‘multiple traffic light’ 
labelling, mostly in line with FSA signpost labelling criteria. It gets 
full marks for keeping its checkouts free of sweets and snacks.” 
NCC report 

We want to challenge customers’ and colleagues’ view of a 
healthy lifestyle to change behaviour. Our work in this area 
is closely linked to our commitment to ‘Making a positive 
difference to our community’, but, above all, it is about giving 
our customers the information they themselves need to make 
healthy choices. In 2007 we met our target of ensuring 20% of 
our ‘Try’ tip cards promote healthier recipes. Sales of products 
bearing our healthy ‘apple’ stamp increased by 4.1%.

1
The best 
for food 
and health

A history of helping customers make  
informed decisions about the food they eat

1996  
Guideline Daily 
Amounts on 
back of pack

1999  
‘Be Good 
to Yourself’ 
products 
launched

2001 
‘Taste of 
Success’ (now 
‘Active Kids, Get 
Cooking’) set up

2002  
‘Free from’ 
range launched, 
advising which 
products are 
dairy and gluten 
free

2003  
‘5-a-day’ logo 
launched

2005 
‘Multiple traffic 
light’ labelling 
on front of pack

Healthy ’tip’ 
cards launched

Sainsbury’s 
food advisors 
in stores and 
schools 

2006  
‘Be Good to 
Yourself’  
re-launched

‘Apple’ 
stamp logo 
on healthier 
products 
introduced

Children’s GDAs 
included on 
back of pack

2007  
First retailer 
to launch 
Department of 
Health-aligned 
alcohol labelling

New targets
‘Multiple traffic light’ 
labelling on all own-
brand products by 
December 2007
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Customer research
We consult our customers on what information they would find 
most easy to understand and use when shopping in our stores.

In July 2006, Ipsos Mori research about consumer awareness of 
the ‘multiple traffic light’ labelling found that:

•   92% think the ‘multiple traffic light’ labelling is quite or very 
easy to understand

•  73% think it contains enough information for eating healthily

•  Out of those aware of the ‘multiple traffic light’ labelling, 57% 
said the symbol has helped them eat more healthily with 17% 
saying it helped them eat ‘a lot more’ healthily

•  Out of those aware of the ‘multiple traffic light’ labelling, 75% 
said that it always/sometimes influenced their purchasing 
decisions. 

A survey by Net Mums in January 2007 of over 17,000 mothers 
showed that 79% prefer ‘multiple traffic light’ labelling over 
GDAs. And in January 2007, research by the Children’s Food 
Campaign found that almost half of all adults (47%) lack the 
numerical skills to use the percentages used in GDA labelling 
schemes.

In addition, our own customer 
research and sales analysis 
during 2006 found that our 
customers prefer our ‘multiple 
traffic light’ labelling to front-
of-pack GDAs and that it is 
influencing their purchasing 
behaviour to make healthier 
choices. 

We are keen to ensure healthy eating is affordable. In April 2007 
our ‘basics’ range became the first ‘affordable’ supermarket 
range to have multiple traffic light nutritional labelling and no 
hydrogenated fats. For the first time we are communicating that 
customers on a budget do not need to compromise on health, 
with in-store events, advertising and samples. 

In the last year we have also taken steps to ensure that our 
colleagues, especially in our stores, have been briefed about 
the ‘multiple traffic light’ labelling, including monthly briefings 
and the circulation of tip cards to all colleagues on the subject. 
We are currently running a ‘Best for food and health’ training 
programme for all colleagues. We aim to roll this out to all 
colleagues in the next year.

“By leading the debate, the Government can influence the actions 
of the private sector. Credit should go to the Sainsbury’s multiple 
traffic light labelling initiative, the first simple food labelling 
device, which was informed by both Government and the Food 
Standards Agency advice, but which was devised by Sainsbury’s.”

Caroline Flint, Public Health Minister 

(Source: HC Official Report. Public Health (England). 22 February 2007: 

Column 464)

Fast facts

Sales of our standard sliced loaves, 

relaunched in January 2006 with 15% 

less salt and with added fibre, have 

risen by 6% since changing to the 

healthier version.
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Engaging debate
In September 2006 we invited parents and stakeholders to take 
part in a national debate on the barriers to healthy eating for 
families. The event, titled ‘new ideas for health’, aimed to provide 
concrete suggestions for how the food industry, government and 
health professionals can change what families eat. On the panel 
of experts at the event was public health minister Caroline Flint, 
Dr David Haslam of the National Obesity Forum, Julia Unwin, the 
Deputy Chair of the FSA and nutritionist Amanda Ursell.

The event was part of our contribution to the Government’s 
‘Small Change, Big Difference’ initiative. It came after we had 
published the findings from the biggest UK probe of its kind, an 
independent study of 22,000 people, spanning all supermarkets, 
to explore the nation’s shopping habits and attitudes to healthy 
living, which we commissioned in June 2006.

“Today’s event has been excellent at raising a number of issues 
but also showing there are simple, practical steps we could take 
to help parents make healthy choices for themselves and their 
children. It’s about all of us, government, the NHS, retailers and 
manufacturers working better together nationally and in local 
communities to give people the advice, information and support 
that will help them improve their health. And it’s about people 
using their power as consumers to demand that support.” 
Caroline Flint, Public Health Minister

Making a difference
Green, Amber and Red indicate low, medium and high levels 
of fat, saturated fat, sugar and salt in food. Sales analysis for 
a 12-week period in 2006 indicates the impact of the ‘multiple 
traffic light’ labelling.

•  Time is the biggest obstacle to following a 

healthy diet. Working long hours, shift work, 

limited free time and a sense of always ‘being on 

the go’ are key factors

•  Only 14% of parents say they follow a healthy 

diet

•  Around 80% of parents have tried doing 

something to improve their diet. Simple steps to 

healthy eating – such as eating more fruit and 

veg, drinking more water or boosting Omega 3 

intake are more effective than major lifestyle 

changes

•  Over one in ten people (11%) said that the 

endless bad news and scares on food confused 

them, to the point where they no longer knew 

what they could eat

‘New ideas for health’ findings

Fast facts

Sales of products bearing 

our healthy ‘apple’ stamp 

increased by 4.1%.

1
The best 
for food 
and health
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In particular, parents talked about their perception that healthy 
eating is expensive. As a result, in March 2007 we introduced 
promotions on fruit and vegetables. In addition, our more 
affordable ‘basics’ range now includes no hydrogenated fats, 
artificial flavour enhancers or colourings and our ‘multiple traffic 
light’ labelling system is on over 200 products in the range. 

Parents also talked about the need for more locally-focused 
action. In January 2007 we began a pilot initiative with the 
MEND (Mind, Exercise, Nutrition, Do It!) programme to roll out 
the UK’s largest prevention and treatment programme for 
overweight and obese children and their families.  

We have supported MEND for over four years, but as part of 
this pilot, we are training more than 50 food advisors across 
the UK to manage and lead the nutritional part of the MEND 
programmes. Colleagues from local stores can also volunteer as 
programme assistants. The Youth Sport Trust is also supporting 
the campaign and together we will roll out 450 MEND 
programmes over the three-year period. This is the first national 
campaign of this scale sponsored by a private company.

“Sainsbury’s generous support to date will enable MEND to play 
an important role in helping to tackle Britain’s significant obesity 
problem.”  
Paul Sacher, research director, MEND

Most comprehensive alcohol  
labelling system to date 
In February 2007 we became the first retailer to announce we 
will follow the Department of Health’s proposed voluntary new 
guidelines on the labelling of alcohol on all own-brand beers, 
wines and spirits.

By the end of January 2007 our own-label spirits began to 
display information on recommended maximum daily intake, 
number of units per glass and number of units per bottle. 
By the end of 2009 all our own-brand alcohol products will 
be so labelled. The labels on the back of bottles also include 
information on drinking whilst pregnant and the Drinkaware 
website. 

All British Retail Consortium members signed a memorandum 
of understanding at the end of April 2007, committing them to 
put labelling on all their alcoholic products. We led the industry 
by displaying units of alcohol per glass on wine bottles over six 
years ago. 

“Drinkaware welcomes the move by Sainsbury’s to provide 
information on responsible drinking to consumers; it ties in well 
with the successful Drinkaware.co.uk consumer site and is an 
important part of increasing awareness and offering choice.” 
Kevin Byrne, former Chief Executive, Drinkaware Trust 

Fast facts

We led the industry by displaying units 

of alcohol per glass on wine bottles 

over six years ago.

New targets
All our own-brand 
alcohol products will 
display information 
on recommended 
maximum daily intake 
by the end of 2009
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Healthier products
‘Multiple traffic lights’ driving reformulation
We also use the ‘Multiple traffic light’ labelling to improve the 
nutritional profile of our own-brand products. We have already 
begun converting existing ‘reds’ to ‘ambers’ and ‘ambers’ to 
‘greens’, in order to deliver healthier food for our customers. 

One example of a product whose health profile has benefited 
from the addition of front-of-pack ‘multiple traffic light’ labelling 
is our chicken and bacon pasta bake.

With the help of the supplier we reviewed the ingredients. As 
a result, we introduced a new stock with reduced salt and fat, 
plus increased the amount of chicken to rebalance the protein 
content and reduce the amount of sauce. This in turn reduced 
the amount of overall fat and salt in the product. This work has 
resulted in an overall better health profile.

Chicken and bacon bake

We also grew our healthy ‘Be Good To Yourself’ range by 5.3% 
in 2006/07. This was short of our target of 10%, with the 
popularity of our new healthy ‘Supernaturals’ range partly 
responsible. In addition, whilst not meeting our target we are 
confident that the ‘Be Good To Yourself’ range successfully 
combines our high standards for both health and taste. 

Reducing salt in own-brand products
We take salt reduction very seriously and were the first retailer 
to introduce challenging salt reduction targets for own-label 
products in 1998. We are fully committed to the FSA’s 2010 salt 
reduction targets across all of the 85 product categories they 
have identified.  Where we can achieve targets before 2010 we 
will do so, as evidenced by our reformulated standard sliced 
loaves, soups, baked beans, frozen pizzas and tomato ketchup, 
for example. In 2007 we removed salt from our fresh sausages 
to meet the 2010 target.

Hydrogenated fats
In August 2006, we became the 
first major UK supermarket to 
set a date for the removal of 
Hydrogenated Vegetable Oils 
(HVOs) from its entire range of 
own-brand food and drink. 

By 1 January 2007 we had 
successfully removed all 
hydrogenated vegetable oils and 
fats from all food and drink made 
for Sainsbury’s and removed over 
380 tonnes from our cakes alone.

Fast facts

We have removed 35.7 tonnes of 

salt from cans of baked beans, 145 

tonnes from ready meals and 2.8 

tonnes from cereals.

New targets
In 2007/08 we will be 
working on:

•  A snack range that will 
be fried in sunflower 
oil, resulting in a 70% 
reduction in fat

•  An investment plan to 
remove phosphates 
from all ‘Taste the 
difference’ cooked 
meats 

1
The best 
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No ‘nasties’
In response to increased customer concern about ‘nasties’ in 
food, we have significantly reduced the number and type of 
additives used in our food and drink during 2006/07. We have:

• Removed all flavour enhancers such as Monosodium Glutamate

• Reduced the number of colours permitted from 44 to 25, 
including the removal of artificial colours. In a limited number 
of products where colour forms a large part of the product’s 
traditional appeal, we have allowed the use of artificial colours 
while we continue to look for acceptable, natural alternatives. 
Where we have adopted this approach, we have clearly identified 
the use of artificial colours on the front and back of pack

• Removed the artificial sweeteners aspartame, saccharin, 
Acesulfame K

• Removed the benzoate group of preservatives. 

Soft drinks
In April 2007 we were the first UK retailer to announce its 
intention to remove all artificial colours and flavourings from 
its range of over 120 own-brand soft drinks. In addition, we are 
replacing aspartame amongst other sweeteners in low-calorie 
drinks with Sucralose, a sweetener made from sugar that tastes 
like sugar. Standard drinks will now contain full sugar and no 
sweeteners.

The reformulation will be in place from June 2007. 

“This is fantastic news, particularly for our members whose 
children are adversely affected by the artificial colours which are 
used in so many soft drinks and products targeted at children. We 
hope that this announcement from Sainsbury’s will lead other soft 
drinks manufacturers and supermarkets to follow suit.” 
Sally Bunday MBE, founder of the Hyperactive Children’s Support 
Group 

Healthy affordable products
Since January 2007 all our ‘basics’ ready meals have been free 
from hydrogenated fats and artificial colours and flavourings. 
Salt levels in the range have also been lowered bringing the 
meals into line with Government recommendations on salt set 
for 2010.

All meat products in the range, including roasting joints and 
chicken breasts, are now completely free from water injections. 
Our ‘basics’ chicken breasts are still ‘grade A’ chicken – just in 
irregular sizes. The fat content of ‘basics’ beef mince has been 
reduced from 25% to 23%. 

All crisps in the basics range are now fried in sunflower oil, 
reducing the levels of saturated fat in the product by 55%. 

“This is excellent news for consumers. One of the reasons why 
processed foods, particularly ready-meals, tend to be bad for 
our heart health is the large amounts of hydrogenated vegetable 
oils they often contain. Let’s hope other supermarkets and food 
manufacturers will follow suit.” 
Maura Gillespie, Head of Policy and Public Affairs at the British 
Heart Foundation

Food safety alerts
The key public safety issues faced by the business over the last 
year have been:

• Salmonella in Cadbury’s chocolate

•  Salmonella contamination of multiple retailers’ hummus products

•  Contamination of US long grain rice with an illegal GM variety

•  Glass in multiple retailers frozen ready meals

•  Avian flu at a Bernard Matthews turkey farm.  

In all of the incidents above, our processes swiftly identified 
any products affected and any potential impact on stores and 
customers. This allowed us to remove products from sale and 
alert customers about products that needed to be returned and 
provide reassurance regarding our effective management of 
each issue.

In total we issued 17 public alerts in 2006/07 financial year for 
our own-brand products for quality or potential safety reasons.

In January 2007 we launched a new lower fat, 

lower calorie avocado. The Frias is the first of 

its kind and offers 30% less fat than the usual 

Hass avocado variety, whilst retaining the same 

vitamins and minerals.  

In January 2007, we also began stocking East 

Anglian potatoes enriched with selenium, a 

vital trace element for the immune system. 

Current consumption levels of selenium are 

relatively poor due to the lack of this trace 

mineral in British soils.

In June 2007 we launched a new small tomato 

called the tom-berry, never before cultivated 

commercially, which we hope will encourage 

children to reach their five-a-day.

Investing in healthy 

new fruit and veg

New targets
•  Standard drinks 

will now contain 
full sugar and no 
aspartame or other 
sweeteners. This will 
be in place from June 
2007
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2
Sourcing with integrity is about 

the way we do business, from the 

products we sell, to the way in 

which we procure them.

Sourcing
with
integrity

Highlights of 2006/07

We bought and 

sold to our 

customers 45% of 

the entire British 

tomato crop

Every single 

banana in our 

stores will be 

Fairtrade by July 

2007
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Introduction
“Sourcing with integrity is about the way that we 
do business, from the products we sell to the way in 
which we procure them, ensuring that ethical, social 
and environmental considerations are built into all our 
processes. 

Our promise to our customers is that the food we source 
will be fresh, tasty, healthy and safe. Sourcing with 
integrity captures this. It is about supporting British 
farmers, Fairtrade and organic, but it also moves beyond 
that to include the way we do business and how we 
work with our suppliers. By working more closely with 
our suppliers we are able to provide greater assurance 
for our customers that our products are sourced with 
integrity.” 
Mike Coupe, Trading Director 

“ Our promise to customers is that the 

food we source will be fresh, tasty, 

healthy and safe”
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Supporting  
British farmers
UK sourcing
We are committed to providing UK produce to our customers.  
We stock 3,500 locally produced products and sold over £6 
billion worth of British products in 2006. 

Currently, all of our chicken is sourced from the UK. 100% of our 
organic meat, fish, poultry, milk and eggs are sourced from the 
UK (except when New Zealand lamb is in season) and we met our 
target of sourcing all own-label potted yoghurts from the UK by 
January 2007. We also sell a significantly larger proportion of 
British-grown tomatoes than any other British retailer, buying 
and selling 45% of the total British crop.

We said last year that we would ensure all the eggs we sell 
are sourced from the UK. We achieved this target, apart from 
during a national shortage of eggs in December 2006, when 
we temporarily had to source supplies from France to meet 
customer demand. We will be working closely with our farmers 
throughout 2007/08 to maintain UK supply all year.

We also promised to source 70% of organic produce from the 
UK, where it can be grown in the UK, by the end of 2006. As 
demand for organic produce has risen unexpectedly sharply, we 
fell just short of this target, achieving a figure of 69%. 

2
Sourcing 
with 
integrity

Regional and local sourcing
We have established new targets to ensure our customers have 
access to fresh, tasty and healthy food that is sourced in their 
local region and have created a team of 12 ‘Regional Champions’ 
responsible for developing regional sourcing. Our meat 
counter will offer 100% British beef, lamb, pork and poultry by 
September 2007.

Regional pickles and chutneys will also be on our counters by 
August 2008. 

In May 2006, and supported by Food from Britain, we piloted 
a new scheme to make it easier for small and medium-sized 
suppliers to sell their products in our stores.

Named ‘Supply something new...’, the scheme sees top 
representatives from our business take to the road every 
month in a search for new, innovative UK suppliers.

This initiative recognises that many customers want to buy 
food grown or reared locally and reflecting regional tastes and 
traditions. Furthermore, buying from smaller suppliers can also 
help to stimulate the rural community and economy.

Beef contracts
To ensure the long-term supply of organic beef, we were the 
first supermarket, in May 2006, to sign contracts with farmers 
for their British beef supply. At the start of 2007 these were 
extended to lamb farmers and we currently have between 90 
and 100 farmers signed up.

New targets When?

Pre-packed standard ham to be  

100% British

December 

2007

All farmed fresh salmon to be of  

Scottish origin 

August 2007

Rotisserie chickens on deli counters to 

be 100% British sourced

August 2007

Double the amount of UK sourced in  

all pre-packed meats

December 

2007

Continue to increase the proportion of 

white fish we source from Britain

Ongoing

Our meat counter will offer 100% British 

beef, lamb, pork and poultry

September 

2007

Regional pickles and chutneys will be 

on our counters

August 2008
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Case studies
Organic patisserie ‘supplies something new’ to Sainsbury’s 
In December 2006 a small organic producer became the first 
producer to supply us via our Supply something new initiative. 
Buyers were so impressed by the artisan methods employed by 
Organic Patisserie that the bakery is now supplying its cheesecakes 
to 120 stores across the UK.  

Lamb sourcing 
We have teamed up with Randall Parker Foods to supply a range 
of West Country new-season lamb to our stores. Farmers working 
with Randall Parker are guaranteed a market for their lambs and 
traditional farming methods and sustainable practices are at the 
heart of the new initiative. 

The English Farming & Food Partnership chairman, Jeremy Pope, 
said the new initiative was a prime example of what the Curry 
Commission had in mind when it talked about the future of farming. 

“That boils down to collaborative supply chains and this is a 
good example of how an effective supply chain can work-hanging 
together rather than separately.”

Fast facts 

We sell 200 million British apples during 

the British season and in the first four 

weeks of the season we sell more than 

any other retailer.

Farm Connections
As of April 2007 we had also recruited 70% of our 700 beef 
farmers to our Farm Connections initiative, which gives 
Sainsbury’s beef farmers computers, software and training to 
help them be more competitive. The distribution of equipment 
will be completed by June 2007. We will provide basic IT skills 
training and specific farm business management software 
training, to begin in September and to fit with the farming 
calendar. The initiative is currently open to beef farmers and our 
intention is to extend it to lamb producers in 2007/08.

Farm Promise
Farm Promise was launched in 2006, initially as a scheme to 
cover the cost of dairy farms converting from conventional 
to organic standards. We work with farmers to ensure they 
can meet growing demands for organic milk by covering the 
additional cost associated with organic conversion and offering 
a supply contract post conversion. Our first farmer has now 
completed conversion and is supplying us with organic milk.

In September 2006 we launched ‘Concept Orchard’, an 
extension of Farm Promise, to apple farmers, designed to 
increase British fruit-growing and boost UK agriculture. The 
scheme aims for farmers to produce a minimum of 60 tons of 
fruit per hectare within two years of planting.

In 2007 we intend to extend Farm Promise to other top-selling 
British fruit and eggs as well as whole and skimmed milk. 

Helping dairy farmers improve profitability
In October 2006 we announced an initiative to work directly 
with dairy farmers in a newly formed development group to help 
improve the commercial performance of the British industry and 
its supply chain. 

The Sainsbury Dairy Development Group (SDDG) will 
eventually comprise up to 450 dairy farmers from Wiseman 
Milk Partnerships and Dairy Crest Direct, who supply our total 
requirement of 420 million litres of conventional fresh milk 
each year. As of April 2007, 360 farmers had been recruited 
and attended meetings. Elections have been completed and a 
steering group formed.

This national group is a unique forum in the industry, bringing 
farmers, processors and retailers together. 

We support the Group’s members and help them achieve higher 
levels of efficiency by driving better costs for energy and 
utilities, finance, telephones, broadband and IT, as well as looking 
at optimising nutrition, feed efficiency and herd health. This will 
contribute to a sustainable future supply of quality British milk.

The move follows calls from the NFU and the Milk Development 
Council (MDC) for the supply chain to work more closely and 
effectively together and to focus on innovation, efficiency and 
better supply chain relationships.

In March 2007 we also increased the amount we pay for liquid 
milk by 1.3p per litre. The intention is that this goes back to our 
group members and ensures a premium to the current market 
price.

Seasonality
We have achieved our 2005/06 target of ensuring that all 
tomatoes and British-brand apples are, when in season in Britain, 
sourced from the UK. Due to an insufficient UK crop in 2006, 
we were not able to extend this achievement to strawberries 
although it remains an ongoing target to ensure all are sourced 
from the UK where possible.
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Fairtrade
Through buying Fairtrade products we help to guarantee farmers 
in the developing world a fair and stable price that covers their 
costs of production and allows them to plan for the future. 
We know from selling Fairtrade products and their increasing 
popularity over the last 12 months that our customers are 
supporting the FAIRTRADE Mark, and what it stands for. We 
expect our Fairtrade sales to increase by 150% this year from 
£53 million to £130 million.

The biggest Fairtrade move in the world
We are committed to British sourcing but some produce, such as 
exotic fruit, cannot be grown in the UK and must be imported. In 
December 2006 we announced plans to be the first UK retailer 
to convert its entire banana range to 100% Fairtrade. We are on 
target to achieve this by July 2007, meaning that every banana 
sold will be Fairtrade. Importantly for our customers, the retail 
price of bananas will remain unchanged.

This move makes our share of the entire Fairtrade market larger 
than that of any of the other major supermarkets in the UK. 
It also creates a social premium of circa $7.8m (£4m) in 2007, 
which will be returned to the growers and their communities. 
This is an increase of over $5.9 (£3m) on 2006. 

In addition, since February 2007, 100% of the tea, coffee and hot 
chocolate in our restaurants has been Fairtrade and the muffins 

and brownies in our restaurants have been made using Fairtrade 
chocolate and sugar. 

Between January and April 2007, one of our Heads of Product 
Technology & Development spent three months on secondment 
in Kenya, identifying new Fairtrade sourcing opportunities.

“Banana farmers around the world have been cheering Sainsbury’s 
bold decision to commit to Fairtrade so seriously — Sainsbury’s 
sells half a billion bananas a year, therefore the impact on the 
banana farmers and their communities will be hugely significant.”  
Harriet Lamb, Executive Director of the Fairtrade Foundation 

“We hope that Sainsbury’s, who has been a major supporter thus 
far, will continue with its support, particularly as we intensify our 
efforts to diversify our farming sector and our economies.” 
Dr Kenny D Anthony, Prime Minister of Saint Lucia 

“The community looks cleaner now, we also try to involve schools 
especially in the community clean up. Our first project with social 
premium money was just realised. We supported a pre-school with 
a stove and a fan, so that they can start to feed the children in the 
school.” 
Lloyd Da Silva, banana farmer, St Vincent

1994  
Green & Black’s Maya 
Gold Chocolate was 
the first product 
awarded the 
Fairtrade mark. We 
were the first major 
supermarket to 
launch it and have 
sold it ever since

1998 
Our range extended to 
tea, coffee, chocolate, 
Geobars and orange 
juice

2000  
We became the first 
major supermarket 
to launch Fairtrade 
bananas

2004  
We celebrated ten 
years of Fairtrade with 
in-store offers and 
tastings to engage 
customers

2006  
We converted 75% of 
our roses to Fairtrade, 
becoming the largest 
Fairtrade retailer in 
the UK

We placed the UK’s 
largest ever single 
order of Fairtrade 
cotton to produce 
200,000 T-shirts 
in support of Sport 
Relief

2007  
We converted all our 
bananas to Fairtrade

A history of Fairtrade at Sainsbury’s

2
Sourcing 
with 
integrity
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Fairtrade cotton
In October 2006 we launched a range 
of clothing made from Fairtrade-
certified cotton. The Fairtrade-certified 
cotton is sourced from Mali, Senegal 
and Cameroon. As well as marking a 
significant increase in the volume of 
Fairtrade-certified cotton sold in UK 
stores, we were the first major retailer to 
bring Fairtrade-certified cotton from West 
Africa to the UK. 

Building on our plans to eliminate 
wasteful packaging, the tickets on 
all of the clothing are made from 
recycled paper, making the range more 
environmentally responsible.

Case study

 

A win-win situation for  
Sport Relief and Fairtrade

In May 2006 we launched a Jamie 
Oliver-endorsed, limited-edition T-shirt, 
complete with the Fairtrade stamp of 
approval. A donation from each sale was 
made directly to Sport Relief.

We ordered 40 tonnes of Fairtrade cotton 
to produce the 200,000 T-shirts to support 
Sport Relief, the biggest ever single order 
for Fairtrade cotton in the UK.

Jamie Oliver said: 

“Buying the T-shirt is a fantastic 
opportunity to help two great causes, both 
Fairtrade and Sport Relief. I think anything 
that encourages people to get active is a 
good thing, and Sport Relief is a great, fun 
way to do this.” 

Case study

 

Fairtrade chocolate for Comic Relief

We ordered 40 tonnes of Fairtrade cocoa 
to produce over eight million chocolate 
squares – Chocpix – that were included 
in Comic Relief’s famous Big Red Nose in 
2007.

The chocolate was made with cocoa 
beans bought from Kuapa Kokoo — a 
farmers’ co-operative in Ghana. Kuapa 
Kokoo received a social premium of 
$6,000 (£3,500 approx) to invest in 
projects to improve family and village 
life. These include education, healthcare 
and drinking wells. The amount could 
cover the cost of installing a village well 
that will provide enormous benefit to the 
entire community within a 2-3 mile radius. 

Fast facts 

We sell more Fairtrade 

bananas than any other 

retailer in the UK, at 

a rate of a thousand a 

minute.

Fast facts 

The first week of Fairtrade Fortnight in March 

2007 resulted in a 150% leap in sales of Fairtrade 

products in our stores. Total sales for the week 

reached over £2.5 million, compared to last year’s 

record of £1 million.

New targets
•  We aim to have 100% 

of our roses from 
Kenya as Fairtrade by 
April 2008

•  Our entire banana 
range will be 100% 
Faitrade by July 2007
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Fish
As one of the largest fish retailers in the UK, we conducted a 
major review of our fish sourcing policies in summer 2006. 
We’ve worked closely with the Marine Conservation Society to 
develop a sustainability assessment programme that aims to 
help preserve fish stocks for the future. Our sourcing system 
considers the health of the fish stocks, how well the fishery is 
being managed and the impact of fishing on the environment. 
One of the main outcomes of this review is the development 
of a red, amber and green grading system showing levels of 
sustainability for the fish we sell. 

We have de-listed all ‘red-rated’ fish, removed skate and huss 
from our shelves, and now source squid from a more sustainable 
source as a result of this assessment process. We are also 
working with our suppliers to convert amber-rated fish to green.  
Since December 2006, 95% of our direct fish suppliers have 
participated in research to source more sustainable fish. 

Eighty per cent of the fish we 
sell is sourced from five 
species. This puts immense 
pressure on being able to buy 
large volumes of sustainably 
sourced fish. We are prioritising 
these species for green 
status as well as educating 
customers beyond these fish 
choices or supplying more 
sustainable fish substitutes.

Sustainable 
sourcing
Responsible sourcing of our products and ingredients is 
fundamental to our approach to sustainability. 

‘Fair Miles’ vs Food Miles
We are committed to reducing the impact of ‘food miles’ — the 
overall distance products are transported from source to store 
— as part of our promise to source with integrity. However, our 
studies in 2006 suggested that the food miles issue is not as 
straightforward as it originally seemed and total food miles 
travelled is not always the sole indicator of sustainability.

In February 2007, along with World Flowers our supplier, we 
commissioned a report by Cranfield University to establish the 
actions needed to reduce the carbon footprint of imported 
Kenyan roses. The results showed that carbon emissions from 
Kenyan roses, including air freight, were 5.8 times lower than for 
Dutch roses, grown using artificial heating and lighting.

We are currently looking at the big picture regarding carbon 
emissions and the part we play in that. The debate is now wider 
and we are keen to encourage suppliers to be more energy 
efficient — it is not as simple as avoiding products from far-flung 
places. We promise to gather information to make an informed 

carbon choice.

Fast facts

We sell more MSC-certified 

fish than any other 

supermarket and have 

grown green-rated fish by 

over 70% in 2006/07.

Fast facts

British shoppers spend over £1 million 

a day on imported fruit and vegetables 

from Africa and the livelihoods of 

more than a million farmers and their 

families depend on this trade. 

2
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New targets
•  Convert our top five fish 

species, representing 
80% of our sales, to 
green status by 2010  

•  Integrate our fish sourcing 
and sustainability policy 
in all canned, ready meals 
and processed fish by the 
end of 2008  

•  To double our sales of 
MSC-certified products by 
the end of 2008 

•  To double sales of green-
rated fish by the end of 
2008
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“We’re thrilled that Sainsbury’s has taken the opportunity of the 
Good Eggs initiative to make this commitment. Its move signals 
a sea change in policy on shell eggs for all the top retailers and 
demonstrates it’s serious about ethical responsibility and about 
responding to its customers’ concerns.” 
Rowen West-Henzell, Food Policy Officer,  
Compassion in World Farming 

Over a quarter of a million trees have been planted on 92 farms 
across the country. These newly planted trees provide essential 
habitats for hundreds of insects and help offset our suppliers’ 
carbon emissions. In December 2006 we doubled the donation 
per pack to the Trust, representing an investment of £500,000.

We are actively encouraging farmers to plan for the future to 
ensure a continuous supply of British free range and organic eggs.

“Woodland Eggs is an excellent example of a supermarket 
working closely with British farmers. The scheme has brought 
about significant benefits in animal welfare. Producers within the 
scheme have also added value to their end product, an increasingly 
important aspect of the sector as standard free range eggs quickly 
head for commodity status.” 
John Widdowson, Vice-Chairman,  
British Free Range Egg Producers Association

Since April 2007 all our fresh cod and haddock has been line-
caught, a more sustainable sourcing method than trawling. Line-
caught fish is also of better quality as it suffers less stress and 
damage during capture. The move makes us the largest retailer 
of line-caught fresh cod and haddock in the UK. 

Illegal or unregulated fishing is a contributing factor to over 
fishing. We are one of the first retailers to have developed a 
provenance questionnaire to ensure all our fish is legally caught.

So that our colleagues understand fish sustainability and 
their responsibility to minimise wastage, we organised road 
shows to communicate our sourcing policy to over 1,000 
colleagues nationwide in October 2006.

We also acknowledge that only by working with the seafood 
industry can we truly achieve our goals for a more sustainable 
future. In November 2006 and April 2007 we organised two 
large conferences, called ‘fish now, fish for the future’, inviting 
stakeholders from all over the world to discuss and plan for a 
more sustainable future. 

“Sainsbury’s move to 100% line-caught fresh cod and haddock 
once again demonstrates the company’s serious commitment to 
eliminating destructively caught seafood from its shelves.” 
Oliver Knowles, Greenpeace Oceans Campaigner

Eggs
Last year we outlined our commitment to sustainable egg 
sourcing. We promised that 70% of our eggs would be from non-
caged birds by 2007 and exceeded that target, with 74% of our 
own-brand eggs from non-caged birds as of 31 December 2006. 
We stated that we would only stock eggs from either barn, free 
range or free range organic birds, ceasing the sale of any eggs 
from caged birds by 2009, three years in advance of the EU 
legislative deadline. Unfortunately, changes in the industry both 
on farms and related to packing operations resulted in a lack 
of UK-guaranteed availability of non-caged eggs, particularly 
at seasonal peaks. For this reason we are currently unable to 
confirm whether we will meet our 2009 target, although we 
remain committed to meeting the EU target in advance of 2012. 
We are working with our suppliers to ensure a sustainable cage-
free UK supply base.

In addition to ensuring all eggs used in our ‘Taste the difference’ 
products are free range, all the eggs sold in our customer 
restaurants are now free range.

In March 2007 we received a ‘Good Egg’ award from Compassion 
in World Farming for our commitment to stop selling all caged 
eggs before 2012. 

Supporting woodland farmers

Selected pack sales of our Woodland organic eggs 

generate a donation to the Woodland Trust to 

help plant and care for native trees in the UK. By 

January 2007 over 16 million packs had been sold, 

raising over £110,000 for the Trust and securing 

125,00 sq metres of woodland

Our partnership with the Woodland Trust has:

   •  Won the “2006 Rural Enterprise Award” at the Food 

& Farming Industry Awards

   •   Won the 2006 East Midlands Business in the 

Community Sustainability Award 

   •   Been highlighted as the No. 1 Eco Hero in the BBC 

Good Food Magazine (January 07.) 

New targets
By December 2007, 
we commit to selling 
100% Freedom 
Foods (or equivalent 
accreditation) duck
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Timber
In the UK we use 2.85 billion rolls of toilet paper every year. 
An average household uses 115 rolls. As one of the largest 
retailers of these and other paper-based household products, we 
recognise our responsibility to responsible sourcing of tissue.

In February 2007, we announced that we would be the first to 
source all our own-brand tissue from sustainable sources, as well 
as providing other ways for customers to be green and clean at 
home.  

In March 2007, we became the first major retailer to sell 100% 
recycled own-brand printer paper. 

Since May 2007, our entire range of own-brand tissues, kitchen 
towel and toilet roll has been made from Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC) - certified wood fibre.  The move accounts for 85% 
of all the household tissue products that we currently sell, with 
the remaining 15% of products all made from recycled paper. 
Our long-term target is for all our wood-fibre products to be 
FSC-certified, although a firm deadline has yet to be established.

We were the first retailer to convert all of its own-brand tissue to 
recycled or FSC-approved fibre. The move will include all ranges, 
from ‘basics’, to more premium tissue, so whatever a customer’s 
budget, they can support the environment. 

We are also members of the WWF Forest and Trade Network, 
a collaboration of companies seeking to find ways to improve 
management of the world’s forests by harnessing the power of 
UK businesses.

All the garden furniture we offered for sale in 2006 came from 
FSC-certified sources or from suppliers who are members of the 
Global Forest and Trade Network, the international arm of the 
WWF-FTN membership.

We met our 2006/07 target to increase the number of 
assessments of global suppliers’ timber management systems 
by 20%. 

We also met our 2006/07 target to ensure 75% of our timber 
suppliers receive training in Sainsbury’s sourcing policy. In 
January 2007, we produced a ‘Guide to responsible timber 
sourcing’ to encourage all our suppliers to ensure that every 
material used can be as environmentally and socially sustainable 
as possible. 

“Sainsbury’s is taking a positive step forward in helping to protect 
the world’s ancient forests by sourcing recycled and Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC)-certified fibre for its own-brand tissue, 
toilet and kitchen roll.” 
Greenpeace 

“We know this will mean more responsible forestry practices on 
the ground, and raises demand for FSC-certified pulp sources 
and we hope to see more availability of supply as a result. It is 
encouraging to see that this is part of Sainsbury’s long-standing 
commitment to sourcing timber sustainably, and is the practical 
outcome of its commitment.” 
Charles Thwaites, Executive Director,  
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) UK 

“It’s great news that Sainsbury’s is converting all of its own-brand 
virgin fibre tissue, and using wood from sustainable sources. 
Given the volume of toilet rolls, kitchen rolls and facial tissues 
Sainsbury’s sells, this sends out a strong message to the paper 
industry.”  
Robert Napier, Former Chief Executive, WWF-UK,  
Forest & Trade Network 

For every tonne of paper used 

for recycling, the savings 

are at least 30,000 litres of 

water, and 3,000-4,000 kWh 

electricity (enough for an 

average 3-bedroom house for 

one year)

2
Sourcing 
with 
integrity

 
New targets
75% of all our wood-based 
products to have on-pack 
Forest Stewardship 
Council certification by 
the end of 2008 Fast facts

In the UK we use 2.85 billion rolls 

of toilet paper every year.
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Biodiversity 
We are continually looking at ways to support rural and 
farming communities across the UK and to create valuable 
environmental habitats to encourage biodiversity. According 
to research, the bumblebee is in serious decline in the UK. This 
represents an imbalance in the ecosystem that supports British 
farmland. To help reverse this problem, in August 2006 we 
announced funding for a project aimed at boosting bumblebee 
numbers by as much as 600%.

Our farmers and growers are being encouraged to set up 
habitats for bumblebees by sowing and managing ‘field margins’ 
and other uncropped areas within their fields. The new habitats 
will produce a selection of plants and flowers which will deliver 
a consistent supply of pollen and nectar where bumblebees can 
thrive. Syngenta, our partner in this project, has been delivering 
training in the new skills needed to manage these habitats.

By April 2007, 61 Sainsbury’s farmers had sown 330 acres (126 
ha) of ‘bumblebee seed’, encompassing 118,000 acres of UK 
agricultural land. This land is responsible for most of our UK 
production of brassicas, roots, onions and other vegetables and 
leaf salads. More sowing is planned for later in 2007, as is the 
monitoring of the effects of the project.

“We are really excited about this project, and have sown a number 
of new areas between our fields.  We look forward to seeing many 
more bumblebees at work in our fields by this time next year. “ 
George Read, Vegetable and potato grower,  
Staples Vegetables Ltd

Pesticides
Sainsbury’s is committed to being pesticide residue free on all of 
our fruit, vegetables and salads. 

We want pesticide use to be the last option for crop pest control 
as part of an integrated crop management system. We are 
committed to removing pesticide residues from our food by 
working together with our growers and producers, finding safer 
ways of protecting crops and by banning or restricting the use of 
certain chemicals over time.

We work closely with our suppliers in category groups to review 
and share best practice on the use of pesticides. These ‘crop 
action groups’ are in the second year of a three-year programme 
of internal surveillance. 

From our internal surveillance we will publish our internal 
pesticide residue analysis every quarter, making it clear the 
number of tests we have carried out and what actions we have 
taken if any issues are found.

Peat
We are committed to working within the UK government’s 
target of 90% peat-free growing media by 2010. Three suppliers 
are already 100% peat free, with seven undergoing year-on-
year improvement. A further 11 suppliers are experiencing real 
problems and together we are working with trade associations 
and research institutes to find new technologies to replace peat 
as a growing medium. 

Palm oil
In recent years the impacts of unsustainable production of palm 
oil, largely used in food manufacture, have become more widely 
known. 

We have helped establish a Retailers’ Working Group to share 
expertise and give voice to the concerns of UK consumers. We 
are tracking palm oil throughout our own-brand product ranges. 
As soon as sustainable palm oil becomes commercially available, 
which is anticipated for 2008/09, it will be chosen  
by our suppliers. 

New targets
• Aim to procure 100% of 

primary produce from 
Eurep Gap or equivalent 
accredited sources

• Deliver an industry 
leading banned and 
restricted pesticide list, 
verified by independent 
experts, by July 2007

• Aim to be insecticide 
and herbicide residue 
free on primary fruit and 
vegetables by 2008

    *  Longer term plans, including   
  alternative sourcing, are in 
place for these products 

• Aim to be fungicide residue 
free on primary fruit 
and vegetables (with the 
exception of strawberries 
and citrus fruit*) by 2012

• Communicate our progress 
towards these targets 
more clearly by providing a 
quarterly update on www.
sainsburys.co.uk

• We are committed to work 
within the UK government’s 
target of 90% peat-free 
growing by 2010 
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Organics
Change in Britain’s organic market
Our customers are looking for more convenient ways to go 
organic and keep up a healthy and varied diet. Independent 
research commissioned by us in 2006 revealed that more than 
one in three (35%) Britons buys organics each month. One 
in ten Britons buys convenient organic food, including ready 
meals (9%) and pizzas (9%). To recognise this trend we have 
introduced own-brand ranges of fresh organic pizzas and soups, 
launching alongside fresh pastas and pasta sauces.

We achieved our target of introducing 50 new Sainsbury’s 
SO organic lines by September 2006. By October 2007 we 
will have sourced unique varieties of vegetables not currently 
sold commercially to add to our Sainsbury’s SO organic range, 
thereby offering our customers more choice.

In August 2006 we launched the first ever 100% UK organic 
supermarket box scheme. The aim was to widen opportunities 
for our customers to buy healthy, seasonal UK-sourced produce.

The produce origins are labelled on the box, including the 
farm name and region in which the produce was grown, along 
with healthy ‘Try’ recipe tips. The box itself is 100% recycled 
cardboard and recyclable, and we work to ensure as much of the 
contents are as unpackaged as possible. 

 
Conducting our business in 

an ethical and transparent 

manner is important 

New targets
85% of all our packaging 
on organic produce 
is already either 
compostable or recyclable 
and we are aiming at this 
being 100% by  
September 2007 

2
Sourcing 
with 
integrity

Organic port

In November 2006, we 

launched the first ever 

port made from organically 

grown grapes.

Fast facts 

In August 2006 we launched 

the first ever 100% UK organic 

supermarket box scheme
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Case study 
Weston’s wins gold with 
Sainsbury’s In August 2006, 
Herefordshire cider company 
Weston’s, which produces 
our Sainsbury’s SO organic 
West Country Cider, became 
a gold medal winner in the 
Soil Association’s prestigious 
Organic Food Awards.

The way we do business
We believe that conducting our business in an ethical and 
transparent manner is important. We continue to be members of 
the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) and the Supplier Ethical Data 
Exchange (SEDEX).

Fostering better ways of working
We have regional and national steering groups in place for our 
meat and milk producers. These were established in 2005 for 
beef farmers and in 2006 for lamb farmers. The first groups for 
milk and pork production met in March 2007 and April 2007 
respectively. 

These are a forum for discussion between us and the farmers 
and processors that supply our business, and they focus on 
driving efficiency, innovation and better ways of working 
together. 

Two outputs from the beef steering group in 2006/07: 

•  In response to farmers’ complaints that the country of origin 
was not clear on our packaging, we changed our labelling

•  In Northern Ireland, we responded to feedback at steering 
groups to ensure that all the beef sold in our Northern Ireland 
stores is produced in that country.

Fast facts 

Sales of our organic 

ranges were up 14% 

for the financial year 

2006/07.

Fast facts 

Our market share for 

own-label organic food 

stood at 29% as of 26 

February 2007.

29%

Working with suppliers to  
improve sourcing standards
In September 2006 we announced the creation of our Supply 
Chain Finance scheme. This went on trial to the first suppliers in 
April 2007 and will give suppliers the information they need to 
manage their financial flows more efficiently. They can also use 
the system to leverage Sainsbury’s borrowing power if they opt 
for early payment.

In March 2007, we launched the first of our supplier ‘Talkback’ 
surveys, which encourage dialogue and engagement between 
our suppliers and our business. These will be repeated every 
three months.

Fast facts 

25% of our current 

suppliers employ ten 

people or fewer.
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Climate change is a key driver 

for us so reducing energy, 

packaging and waste are big 

priorities for our business.

3
Respect
for our
environment

Highlights of 2006/07

We are the first 

UK supermarket 

to offer customers 

a free carrier 

bag with a high 

proportion of 

recycled material

We have committed 

to replace 150 million 

plastic trays and bags 

with compostable 

packaging on 

Sainsbury’s ready 

meals and organic food 

by September 2008

page

39
page

40
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Introduction
“Although it will never replace the importance 
of providing the right product at the right price, 
environmental issues are increasingly a factor affecting 
brand relationships and differentiation. Managing our 
environmental impact is also important to colleagues 
and to our ability to recruit and retain the best people.

Climate change has been one key driver behind this 
increased focus and reducing energy use is a big priority 
for us. Our ability to deliver will be dependent on three 
things: ensuring colleagues are engaged; understanding 
and improving the performance of store equipment; and 
working closely with independent organisations, such as 
the Carbon Trust, to improve performance. 

It’s not just climate change though. The increasing 
amount of waste sent to landfill in the UK continues to 
be an issue of national importance. We aim to minimise 
consumer packaging and carrier bag use as well as the 
waste from our own business.”
Darren Shapland, Chief Financial Officer

 “Environmental issues are increasingly 

a factor affecting brand relationships 

and differentiation”
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Energy
Energy efficiency
Our business, primarily through day-to-day store operations, 
consumes a significant amount of electricity. Reducing energy 
use remains a critical economic and environmental priority for 
us. Using less energy means both lower operational costs and 
lower CO

2
 emissions. 

We have a long history in tracking energy performance — we 
installed one of the first intranet energy monitoring and 
targeting systems across all our stores in 1994. Improvements 
in energy efficiency are tracked by monitoring carbon dioxide 
emissions per square metre of sales space (CO

2
/m2), as well as 

total emissions. Our current target is to reduce CO
2
 emissions 

per square metre by 25% against a 2004/05 baseline by 2012. 

Working with others
We have a long history of working closely with the Carbon Trust 
and are currently working on a new five-site energy and waste 
study. This trial looks at reducing carbon emissions by improving 
current practice in energy and waste management, which if 
applied across the business could achieve carbon reductions of 
62,000 tonnes a year.

We continue our progress with our Climate Change Agreements 
with Government. These agreements involve regular meetings 
with other retailers, facilitated by DEFRA, which have created 
useful forums to discuss and build on technical and operational 
improvements.

Colleague engagement
We are driving colleague engagement and awareness of energy 
costs and environmental impact by rewarding those stores that 
have achieved the highest energy and cost savings. We are 
attempting to harness involvement of colleagues at every level, 
using a mix of different media including our in-house magazines, 
our intranet, promoting management tools such as energy 
checklists and reporting of any known energy wastage. Our Tell 
Justin campaign has doubled the number of store suggestions 
on energy, many of which have been implemented.

Projects
We have invested over £15 million on energy efficiency projects 
across our existing estate since 2002. This does not include 
a further significant spend during store refits and new store 
development. 

In 2007 we are installing energy-efficient lighting, refrigeration, 
heating and ventilation. These technologies help drive down our 
total carbon footprint and are prioritised according to cost and 
benefit to ensure the maximum carbon emissions savings are 
achieved for the investment. 

Our new depot at Northampton, due to be completed in 
September 2007, has a number of features that will mean 
operationally it is much more efficient than a standard depot. 
Energy savings will be made thanks to improving air flow 
tightness, enhanced ‘day lit’ lighting, which will let in 50% more 
natural light, and on-site energy production. It will also have 
rainwater harvesting facilities, which will reduce mains water 
usage by 50%.

Our capital investments continue to be supported by our energy 
partners, RWE Npower, which provides technical and managerial 
support on many of our projects.

Future focus
Over the past 30 years we have made huge investments in 
energy saving technologies, many of which are still evident in 
our stores today. For example, Sainsbury’s has been recycling 
wasted heat from our refrigeration system for over 20 years 
to heat our stores. Our immediate priority going forward is to 
improve and upgrade this reclaim system and embark on our 
energy saving programme of trialling and rolling out around 
30 different energy saving projects; as well as continuing to 
investigate ways of generating additional renewable energy. This 
investment will build on our achievements of our last target of 
reducing carbon emissions by 20% between 1997/98 and 2005 
and kick off our journey to meeting the new target of 25% by 
2012. 

3
Respect  
for our 
environment

New targets
Reduce CO

2
 emissions 

by 25% by 2012 

Fast facts 

Since February 2007, we have sold 

an own-brand washing detergent 

which has been re-formulated to 

wash at a lower temperature and 

be more energy-efficient.

Energy performance in the 

last year 
 

Energy Efficiency 2006/07 

 
425 kgCO2

/m2 — with green  

electricity purchase 

 
44 kg/CO2

/m2 — green purchase

Total Tonnes CO2
, Energy 2006/07

658,166 tonnes CO2
e — with green electricity 

purchase 
 
64,500 tonnes CO2

e — green  

electricity purchase 

 
This is a 3.5% energy efficiency  

saving on last year
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Transport
Transporting goods from source, to depot, to store is a major 
aspect of our business. We recognise the environmental 
consequences – in terms of both local air pollution and wider 
climate change – that our transport activities entail. 

Transporting products more efficiently will reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions and improve commercial performance. As 
such, we are continually investigating our performance. 

Our fleet
Over 164 million kilometres were travelled by our fleet of 
vehicles in 2006/07. Our vehicle fleet is the backbone of our 
business. Therefore, we have set ourselves targets that will 
make an environmental difference and improve commercial 
performance.

Everything we stock is transported in bulk, in cases. Our target 
is to reduce carbon emissions per case by 5% (against the 
2005/06 baseline) by March 2009. 

We are aiming to reduce the distance travelled by our own 
and our suppliers lorries by five million km over the next three 
years. To achieve this we make sure that, wherever possible, 
lorries never run empty. They are either carrying products to 
store, or returning items to our depots — this could be re-usable 
crates (thus minimising cardboard packaging), it could be plastic 
and cardboard returned for recycling, or empty pallets which 
are used for stacking and moving crates around within stores 
and depots. When they pass by our suppliers on their return 
journeys, they can also collect deliveries to take to our depots, 
thus saving a separate journey by a supplier’s lorry.

Our new Integrated Transport Management system facilitates this 
process, and will be fully operational across all sites by 2008. 

This is a system that plans routes for lorries between stores and 
depots that ensures improved fuel efficiency and reduces miles 
travelled.

Also, where we locate depots will help to reduce the overall 
mileage required to deliver products to our stores. When 
our Northampton depot opens in August 2007 it will be the 
greenest depot in Europe. Beyond the environmental features 
incorporated into its construction, its location will reduce overall 
kilometres travelled by shortening the journeys our vehicles 
have to travel, from depot to store.

CO
2
 per 1,000 cases

Two key drivers for our target are the number of kilometres it 
takes us to deliver a case and the number of kilometres we can 
do on a litre of fuel. These have both improved, by 0.8 % and 
1.3% respectively, on our baseline of 05/06.

Green home delivery
In March 2007, we announced plans to be the first major UK 
retailer to convert 20% of its online delivery fleet to green 
electric vehicles.  We aim to roll out our carbon-friendly battery-
powered vans across the UK in the next three years. 

Fast facts 

We are aiming to reduce the like-for-like 

distance our fleet and our suppliers travel 

by 5 million km by 2010.

New targets
• By September 

2008, 20% of the 
supermarkets’ online 
deliveries will be made 
using electric vans

•  100% of online shopping 
in urban areas to be 
delivered by electric vans 
by 2010

•  We aim to convert 20% 
of our online delivery 
fleet to green electric 
vehicles by 2010

•  The supply chain is as 
much about depots as 
it is lorries. As such, we 
have targeted depots to 
achieve a 5% reduction 
in electricity usage by 
2008 and 12% by 2010 
(against a baseline of 
2005/06)

• We are aiming to 
reduce the like-for-like 
distance our fleet and 
our suppliers travel by 5 
million km by 2010
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Water
Water usage is a growing issue. Our target is to achieve a 50% 
reduction in mains water use by March 2009. Our incremental 
targets are shown below. We will meet these by encouraging 
improved efficiency, using more rainwater and eliminating leaks.

 
By the end of 06/07 we had saved around 700 million litres 
from our 05/06 baseline, equating to a financial saving of £1.6m. 
This was achieved by rolling out automatic flushing sensors on 
urinals, curtailing leakages and toilet cistern capacity reductions.

Following a 50 store pilot trial of water saving taps we have set 
a 2007/08 target to fit these taps to colleague and customer 
toilets in 400 stores, saving circa 250 million litres from our 
2006/07 baseline. 

We will complete an extended programme of reducing around 
7,000 toilet cisterns in our stores and depots by 1 litre each, 
giving us an estimated saving of circa 220 million litres from our 
05/06 baseline. 

At our Holborn store support centre, London, we are currently 
trialling reduced urinal flushing utilising a non-hazardous micro-
biological system, with plans to commence live trials in stores 
and depots by the end of August 2007 and full roll out during 
the second half of 2007/08, giving us a saving of 210 million 
litres from our 06/07 baseline. We will also be running a water 
usage audit in 100 stores to ensure their water usage is brought 
inline with the company average. This is targeted to save a 
further 280 million litres from our 2006/07 baseline. 

Rainwater harvesting for use in flushing in colleague and 
customer toilets is now standard specification for all new build 
projects undertaken by our business.

Customer car washes at our stores are responsible for a 
significant amount of water usage. We have 132 car washes that 
utilise 75% recycled water. At one store we have successfully 
trialled a rainwater harvesting car wash, we have made 
further refinements to this 
trial which will lead to a 
five fold increase in water 
efficiency, this revised car 
wash will be included at our 
next available development. 

Fast facts

We have reduced mains water use by 

17% from our 2005/06 baseline.

75% 
We have 132 car 

washes that utilise 

75% recycled water

3
Respect  
for our 
environment

New targets
Baseline 
05/06

06/07 target 07/08 target 08/09 target

4,000m3 17% reduction 
to 3,300m3

to 2,600m3 50% reduction 
to 2,000m3

New targets
•   Our target is to achieve a 

50% reduction in mains 
water use by March 
2009

•  We have set a 2007/08 
target to fit water saving 
taps to colleague and 
customer toilets in 400 
stores

• We plan to commence 
live trials of the urinal 
flushing utilizing 
a non hazardous 
microbiological system, 
in stores and depots, by 
the end of August 2007
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Sustainable 
construction
Growing our business involves a significant amount of 
construction. Construction work for new stores, extensions, 
refurbishments and depots consumes energy and resources 
and generates waste. We are committed to ensuring the 
environmental impact of this is kept to a minimum.

Overall we aim to reduce the carbon footprint of our 
construction work. With our partners we are working on a 
construction equipment consolidation and recycling centre to 
the west of London. This off-site warehouse allows deliveries 
to be consolidated for a number of projects in one place then 
split down and delivered to site. This not only streamlines 
the process but significantly cuts down the volume of vehicle 
movements to sites. Our target for 2007/08 is to ensure 30% 
of our construction projects are delivered using our recycling 
centre. This will deliver a 50% reduction in vehicle movements 
by March 2008.

We also aim to recycle our construction waste where possible 
by implementing our waste reduction plan, sorting waste at site 
level and then utilising recycling centres. Our target is to recycle 
100% of construction waste on 60% of our projects by March 
2008.

We use modern off-site construction techniques, assembling 
many components in factory environments, thereby cutting 
down the build time on site. In 2006 our Frome store extension 
was completed in just 10 weeks, which is a significant reduction 
on the usual 22-26-week timescale using component build. This 
drastically reduces disruption to residents and other businesses, 
whilst simultaneously reducing carbon emissions, vehicle 
movements and waste. We are targeting eight projects to use 
these methods by March 2008.

We are also developing these modern techniques to allow 
us to build permanent deck car parks in our existing stores 
undergoing re-development. This provides stores with additional 
car parking in half the time whilst minimising disruption.

We are committed to encouraging an environmentally 
aware supply chain and our target for 2007/08 is for all key 
construction suppliers to have accreditation to a recognised 
Environmental Management System, such as ISO14001. Our 
target is to achieve 100% compliance by March 2008. 

Fast facts

Two of our current planning 

applications for new developments 

include geothermal power systems. 

Fast facts

The UK’s first ‘on site’ commercial 

wind turbine was installed in our East 

Kilbride depot in 2001.

New targets
•   Our target for 2007/08 

is to ensure 30% 
of our construction 
projects are delivered 
using our recycling and 
consolidation centre, 
delivering a 50% 
reduction in vehicle 
movements by March 
2008

•  We are targeting eight 
projects to use these 
offsite construction 
methods by March 2008

•  100% construction 
suppliers accredited 
to a recognised 
Environmental 
Management System by 
March 2008

• Our target is to recycle 
100% of construction 
waste on 60% of our 
projects by March 2008 
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Waste
We have made significant efforts to decrease waste since 2005 
and have already achieved our current target to reduce waste to 
landfill by 10% by 2010. In light of this we have set ourselves a 
challenging new target to reduce waste sent to landfill by 50% 
relative to sales by 2010, against a 2005/06 baseline.

Our strategy for achieving this relies on maximum diversion 
through prevention, reduction, reuse and recycling of waste, with 
the remaining food waste sent for composting and anaerobic 
digestion. 

How have we achieved our target of reducing waste to landfill? 
In 2006/07 we collated our most accurate waste data to date, 
enabling us to accurately assess performance and highlight best 
practice within our stores. 

Our stores recycled more waste than ever before and diverted 
an extra 9,000 tonnes of waste from landfill. We’ve introduced 
things like white office paper recycling and will be looking at how 
we expand the types of waste we recycle at the back of stores. 
Raising awareness has been key in improving our performance. 
As with energy reduction, we are committed to the education of 
colleagues about waste prevention and reduction, particularly 
as feedback via our Tell Justin colleague suggestion scheme has 
highlighted how strongly our colleagues feel about waste. Their 

engagement in food donation and our ‘Make the difference day’ 
in April 2007, where we gave customers free bags for life as an 
alternative to free carrier bags, shows the ability they have to 
help and encourage our customers on this agenda.

Colleagues in our offices are equally engaged, and we have 
recently removed bins from beneath desks in our store support 
centre and replaced them with recycling ‘hubs’. By January 
2008 all 2,000 colleagues in Holborn will be recycling 100% of 
their office paper waste. 

Helping our customers reduce waste
We are committed to achieving a meaningful reduction in waste 
directly generated by our operations, but we believe that helping 
our customers to make a real difference in this area is just as 
important. 

During 2006/07 we have placed enormous focus on reducing 
carrier bag usage and waste, reducing packaging, increasing 
the use of recycled and recyclable materials and encouraging 
recycling by our customers. 

In 2006 we used 6.5% fewer carrier bags than in 2005. Last 
year our customers recycled 100 million plastic bags at our 
recycling points at our stores, a service we have offered since 
July 2004.

 
Vision of our ‘back doors  

of the future’

The vision of the back of a Sainsbury’s 

store in the not-too-distant future is 

simply a set of wheelie bins. The majority 

would be for food waste that we have 

not diverted through the use of price 

reduction stickers, use in the colleague 

restaurant, or through charity donation. 

Their contents would be delivered to an 

anaerobic digestion or composting site for 

depacking and treatment.

3
Respect  
for our 
environment

New targets
We will reduce waste to 
landfill by 50% relative 
to sales by 2010, against 
a 2005/06 baseline 

 
Waste performance in 

the last year

Sainsbury’s diversion  

from landfill   
143,994 tonnes 
 
Sainsbury’s disposal  

85,178 tonnes
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Fast facts 

Our customers buy 150,000 reusable 

bags each week, saving an estimated 

156 million standard bags a year.

Carrier bags
We announced the launch of our new ‘green’ generation carrier 
bag in September 2006. This means the 6,500 tonnes of plastic 
used to make the 17 billion old-style carrier bags every year will 
be saved (equivalent to 53,500 barrels of virgin oil).

We are the first supermarket to offer customers a free carrier 
bag with a high proportion of recycled material, as well as 10% 
chalk, cutting the use of raw plastic by 43%. In April 2007 we 
completed the roll out of these new bags to all stores. 

We provide dedicated recycling units for plastic bags in all our 
larger stores for customers to use. For those that shop online, 
our online delivery now takes used carrier bags back to stores 
for recycling. We are working on introducing a system which will 
allow these to be recycled into new bags.

In September 2006 we also introduced a shopper bag made 
from jute. The bags were used as part of a promotion for our 
organic fruit and vegetables and were so successful that they 
were re-ordered and have become part of our wide range of 
re-usable bags. Look out for a new model jute bag in 2007.

Our new ‘green’ generation carrier 

bag reduces the amount of Virgin 

plastic used by 43%

Designer shopping bag
In February 2007, we teamed up 
with the UK’s leading accessories 
designer Anya Hindmarch and 
global social change movement, 
We Are What We Do, to produce a 
limited edition designer shopping 
bag.

The bag was available in our stores 
nationwide in April 2007 and sold 
out almost immediately. It was 
hugely popular as an alternative 
to carrier bags that was stylish, 
affordable and encourages our customers to make small 
changes that help to make a major difference. The project was 
not-for-profit and aimed to raise awareness of reusable bags.

Fast facts

We are the only retailer to successfully 

work with the Environment Agency on 

recognition of compostable packaging 

as material that can be handled as 

green waste by local authorities.

New targets
As one of the founding 
signatories to the 
retailer voluntary 
initiative, we will reduce 
the environmental 
impact of plastic carrier 
bags by 50%, double 
the original commitment 
of 25% by 2008 

Fast facts

Last year, our customers recycled 

around 100 million plastic bags through 

our recycling collection points.
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Packaging
We are working towards meeting our target of a 5% reduction 
in packaging relative to turnover by 2010, against a 2004/05 
baseline.

In September 2006 we announced that all ready meals, the 
majority of organic produce and some organic meat products 
would move to compostable packaging by October 2007.

In the same month, we launched compostable packaging 
across our SO organic fruit and vegetables range. By January 
2007, 80% of organic fruit and vegetables were available in 
compostable packaging. 

The compostable packaging means 150 million plastic trays and 
bags will disappear; instead the packaging will completely break 
down in a compost bin. The packaging saves 4,010 thousand 
tonnes of fossil fuel (3,550 tonnes of plastic) from our output 
alone every year, as well as reducing rubbish collected for 
landfill.

In March 2007 we launched our first ever bottled water to use 
a proportion of ‘post-consumer’, or recovered, waste plastic 
content in its manufacture. The recyclable bottle contains 25% 
recovered waste. We intend to move our entire bottled water 
range to this format when material and manufacturing capacity 
becomes available.

In April 2007 we have also sold compostable garden refuse 
sacks, as well as caddy bin liners for the one in three people 
who now home-compost in the UK. Both bags are made of 
starch fibre instead of plastic, which means they can naturally 
break down in a garden compost heap, eradicating the need for 
packaging to be binned or bagged and sent to landfill.  

Recycling
27% of household waste in the UK is recycled. We have long 
been committed to playing a large role in encouraging our 
customers to recycle carrier bags and other materials. We are 
the first retailer to print messages on our own-brand packaging 
to explain what customers can practically do to recycle or 
compost. Messages include: ‘sorry not yet recyclable’ or ‘most 
councils will collect this for recycling’ to make it much clearer to 
customers what they can do to recycle or home-compost.

In February 2006 we started running our own recycling bank 
service in London. Along with charity partners Oxfam and the 
Salvation Army, these 30 sites offer the widest range of banks 
in the UK for the recycling and re-use of materials. We have also 
identified a wide range of sites where we believe we can run 
such a scheme in the future.

In December 2006 we became the first retailer in the UK to 
offer customers a Freepost battery recycling service. This is the 
only retailer scheme of its kind and is expected to save 2,500 
tonnes of batteries going to landfill every year. Additionally, we 
launched a mobile phone and inkjet printer cartridge freepost 
service, all of which will be re-used or recycled. While the 
average household uses 21 batteries a year, which is 25,000 
tonnes of batteries annually – the equivalent power of 150 
Jumbo jets – the UK currently only recycles 1,000 tonnes of 
batteries every year. 

We have linked this to our partnership with Comic Relief which 
receives £3 for every mobile phone that can be reused, and 50p 
for every ink jet printer cartridge reused. 

The EU Battery Directive has recently set recycling targets 
requiring that a quarter of all small batteries must be collected 
for recycling by 2012. Our new scheme will help the UK to meet 
this recycling target.

“As the manager responsible 
for WRAP’s battery programme, 
I am pleased that Sainsbury’s 
is introducing a new collection 
scheme for batteries as well 
as mobile phones and inkjet 
cartridges. If the UK is to meet the 
new challenging recycling targets 
for batteries, then we need to try 
a wide range of different collection 
schemes.”  
Chris Davey, Manager Local 
Authority Relations,  
at WRAP (The Waste & Resources 
Action Programme) 

Fast facts 

The average household uses 21 

batteries each year.

Fast facts 

In March 2007 we launched the first 

ever bottled water to use a proportion 

of ‘post-consumer’, or recovered, waste 

plastic content in its manufacture.

3
Respect  
for our 
environment

 
 New targets

 •  We will reduce the 
amount of packaging 
we use on fruit and 
vegetables by 25% by 
May 2008

 •  50% of the packaging 
we use on fruit and 
vegetables will be 
recyclable, reusable or 
compostable by May 
2008

 •  90% of SO organic 
produce packaging will 
be recyclable, reusable or 
compostable by  
September 2007
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Fast facts

In 2006 we used 6.5% 

fewer carrier bags than 

in 2005.

Case study 
Dreaming of a green Christmas…

To help customers be greener in 2006, we offered a Christmas 
card recycling service in all stores. From 27 December, 
customers were able to place their old, unwanted Christmas 
cards in recycling boxes available throughout the New Year. 
We arranged for the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) to be 
our charity partner for this scheme. The FSC benefited from a 
donation of £7,500 following the final collection and return of 
cards. This helps the FSC to continue its valuable work improving 
responsible management of the world’s forests.

 

Fast facts 

10% of the electricity 

we consume comes 

from renewable 

sources.

 
Easter eggs

In 2007, we cut our Easter egg 

packaging for a third consecutive 

year — by up to 87% compared 

to 2004. We also trialled the 

world’s first compostable Easter 

egg packaging on our SO organic 

Belgian milk chocolate egg. 79% 

of our own-brand Easter egg 

packaging is now recyclable, 

reusable or compostable. By 

2008, 100% of our Easter egg 

packaging will be recyclable, 

reusable or compostable.
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The supermarket sector  

is often reminded that its 

size and success should  

be harnessed as a force  

for good. We agree. 

4
Making a positive 

difference to our 

community

31,000 schools are 

now registered for 

Active Kids

£7.2 million raised 

for Comic Relief 

and £1.9 million 

raised for Sport 

Relief

page

44
page
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Highlights of 2006/07
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“ Last year we invested a total of  

£18 million in community initiatives, 

as well as raising more than £12.2m 

from charity fundraising in our stores” 

Introduction
“We work hard to make sure that we are a positive 
influence on the community both in terms of providing 
jobs and supporting the local economy, providing 
support for community projects and limiting any 
environmental impact we have as a business.

Each of our stores plays an important role in its local 
community – that is where our customers, colleagues and 
suppliers live and where our reputation is made or lost.

Our community activity focuses on areas that matter 
most to our customers and colleagues – food, family, 
health and children, with a particular emphasis on 
promoting healthy eating and active lifestyles.

We are committed to backing that activity financially. 
Last year we invested a total of £18 million in community 
initiatives, as well as raising more than £12.2m from 
charity fundraising in our stores across the UK.”
Ken McMeiken, Retail Director 
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Active Kids in numbers
• We have now invested £34 million in the Active Kids scheme, 

over two years

• In 2006 over 700 stores participated, including our local 
convenience stores

• 85% of all UK schools are registered for the scheme

• On average, schools have each received about £1,500 of sports 
equipment through Active Kids in two years 

• The most popular pieces of equipment to be ordered through 
last year’s Active Kids scheme were bean bags (57,684 
collected), skipping ropes (57,429), playground ball sets 
(55,872), foam javelins (13,889) and stop-watches (13,068)

• The demand for Active Kids equipment has been so great that 
we set up a dedicated 220,000 sq ft warehouse in Manchester 
to manage fulfilment

Active Kids
Active Kids connects many of our corporate responsibilities. It 
tackles childhood obesity and encourages healthier lifestyles.

2007 is the third year of the scheme. Active Kids is a campaign 
which links all of our stores to local communities, involving 
customers, their children and families. It supports our ambition 
to be the number one supermarket for health. 

The overall aim is to address the major issue of childhood 
obesity and declining exercise amongst children by investing in 
enjoyable activities, experiences, and equipment. It focuses on 
energy in-energy out as factors that affect childhood obesity. 

Our biggest lesson from 2006 is that schools are not the only 
touch point for young people on the issue of childhood obesity. 
We have commenced a new partnership with the Scout and 
Girlguiding UK Associations, which will see us invite over 1 million 
young people and 300,000 adult volunteers to participate in 
Active Kids in 2007. We aim to get 5,000 Scout and Girlguiding 
UK groups registered with Active Kids by July 2007.

We beat our target of getting 
30,000 schools signed up to 
Active Kids. In 2006 a total of 
31,000 schools registered for 
Active Kids, including 6,000 out 
of the 12,000 nursery schools 
invited to join the campaign 
in 2006, further widening the 
accessibility of the scheme. 

Our approach 
to community 
investment

Engaging colleagues 

Our colleagues are customers and parents 

too. We engage all our colleagues fully with 

Active Kids. In January 2006 over 150,000 

colleagues were briefed on the scheme over 

a two-week period. Active Kids features 

on direct mail, press, radio and website. 

In store, the message to customers is 

about supporting your local school, from 

posters right through to labels on fruit and 

vegetables. 

4
Making a positive 

difference to our 

community

New targets
We aim to get 5,000 
Scout and Girlguiding 
UK groups registered 
with Active Kids by July 
2007

Fast facts 

85% of all UK schools 

are registered for the 

Active Kids scheme.
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“ Phenomenal! We kept a chart and put it 

alongside last year’s. When we compared 

them, we surpassed last year’s total. We 

collected so many Sainsbury’s vouchers 

we restocked tennis racquets, badminton 

racquets, training bibs, rugby balls, netballs, 

basketballs… You name it, we’ve got it!”

 
Phil Harrison, Head of PE  

George Abbott Secondary School, Surrey

Also in 2006/07:
• We offered schools a wider range of 

equipment, the chance for coaches to 
visit their school and the opportunity to 
redeem vouchers for sports kits 

• Customers earned a bonus voucher 
for every £10 spent on fresh fruit, 
vegetables and salad, plus any of the 
2,350 foods marked with the healthy 
‘apple stamp’, such as milk, pasta, rice 
and fresh fish

• The Active Kids catalogue was extended 
to include outdoor adventure gear 
and cooking equipment to support our 
‘Active Kids Get Cooking’ scheme

• We announced partnerships with the 
UK’s leading school travel operator 
PGL, so schools can exchange Active 
Kids vouchers for a discount on group 
outdoor activities such as abseiling, 
canoeing and fencing

Active Kids Get Cooking
Our ‘Active Kids Get Cooking’ initiative has been around for five 
years under the name of ‘Taste of Success.’ It was re-launched in 
its new form in December 2006.

The scheme is open to all pupils aged 5-16 and all schools in the 
UK and is aimed at addressing the lack of resources in schools 
for delivering food technology and nutritional elements of the 
National Curriculum, as well as the ongoing debate surrounding 
childhood obesity.

The free scheme provides free resources to teachers and can 
be incorporated into existing lesson plans. Pupils are invited to 
take part in the ‘Active Kids Get Cooking’ challenge to come up 
with the most inventive and nutritious dishes from around the 
UK. Winners are then invited to a celebratory event at our Store 
Support Centre, with winning recipes sometimes even being 
made into our store ‘Tip’ cards.

By April 2007 over 7,000 schools had registered and over 
50,000 certificates acknowledging children’s food knowledge 
and cooking capability were issued in the first three months of 
the scheme.

Youth Sport Trust

We are into our third year of sponsorship with the Youth Sport 
Trust (YST) TOPS programme through which we contribute 
£250k per annum to coach 20,000 primary school teachers and 
improve coaching for 1 million pupils. 

During 2006 and in conjunction with YST, TOP Activity was 
developed to give activity resources to primary schools, enabling 
young people an exercise alternative outside of core school 
hours. This move supports the extended hours cover that 
schools are increasingly providing and has already reached 
1,000 primary schools in the first year.
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Social benefits 
In 2006, 80% of schools were delivering at least two hours of 
activity per week to children, beating the government’s own 
target by 5%. The YST has acknowledged that the scheme has 
gone a long way in helping to achieve this, although it is hard to 
quantify the impact that Active Kids has had on assisting with 
this result.

YST is also working with us to help deliver the MEND (Mind 
Exercise Nutrition and Do it!) programme. We have been 
supporters of MEND since it was set up in 2003 as a unique 
programme designed to encourage sustained improvement in 
family diet and health through practical and fun learning.

In December we announced a £3 million donation to MEND over 
the next three years to roll out the UK’s largest prevention and 
treatment programme for overweight and obese children and 
their families.

Food donation
Donating our surplus food is a great way of supporting local 
charities and also reducing the amount of waste sent to landfill. 

We have been involved in donating safe, edible and nutritious 
food to local charities since 1998. Through the programme, food 
which is beyond its display-by date but still within its use-by 
date is distributed to a network of charities across the country, 
including the Salvation Army and Betel of Britain.

65% of our main supermarkets are currently linked to local 
charities through the food donation scheme, up from 50% last 
year. Although our target of achieving 100% was not met we 
are committed to achieving this in 2007/08. We failed to reach 
100% due essentially to the large amount of activity currently 
going on within the business to ‘Make Sainsbury’s Great Again’ 
and our store managers being required to focus on a number of 
key business programmes. Our commitment to effective waste 
management in preventing ‘fit for purpose’ food going to landfill 
is and will remain a key part of that process. Where there are 
suitable charitable partners for us to work with our stores will 
participate in food donation.

In 2006/07 we donated 6,680 tonnes of food to charity, 
diverting a vast amount of waste from landfill in the process. 

4
Making a positive 

difference to our 

community

Case study
We have been working with FareShare, 
which works to relieve food poverty by 
providing quality food and other support 
services to organisations working with 
homeless and disadvantaged people in 
the community, for over ten years, to 
redistribute surplus food to those most in 
need.

FareShare now regularly supports over 350 
local community organisations across the 
UK, catering for around 16,000 homeless & 
disadvantaged people every day. Last year 
alone, FareShare redistributed around 

2,000 tonnes of ‘fit for purpose’ surplus 
food, which contributed to around 3.3 
million meals.

We supported FareShare in the second 
year of its Christmas Meal Appeal, which 
provided a Christmas dinner to over 
20,000 people living on the margins of 
society in December 2006. 

In 2006/07 we contacted our own-brand 
suppliers, introducing them to FareShare 
and suggesting that they also support the 
charity with any surplus food they have.
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What else are we doing to support  
local communities?
Our community involvement goes 
beyond our stores. We have been 
the retail sponsor of Comic Relief 
since 1999 and in 2005 committed 
to continue working with Comic 
Relief (and now its partner Sport 
Relief) for another seven years. In 2007 we exceeded the target 
we set ourselves of raising £8 million as part of our commitment 
to Comic Relief. We raised £7.2 million for Comic Relief and £1.9 
million for Sport Relief, making a total of £9.1 million.

Local Heroes
The Local Heroes scheme is our programme to recognise and 
reward the charitable activities of our colleagues. Colleagues 
who volunteer their time for a charitable cause, on a regular 
basis, can claim an additional £200 through Local Heroes 
towards their chosen cause. Colleagues involved in fundraising 
can claim matched funding from us towards their chosen charity. 

 
In 2006/07 

   •  We donated almost £250,000 to good 

causes (48% more than last year)

   •  The number of Individual fundraising 

applications rose by 52%, to 250

   •  We matched 3,197 colleagues applications 

and saw a 48% increase in the number of 

individual volunteers to 613

   •  We raised a record amount of £470,000

Fast facts 

Each store has a small budget that 

it can invest directly into its local 

community, and by March 2008 all our 

stores will have a charity donations box 

installed.

Fast facts 

All the profit from sales of our ‘Bags 

for life’ goes directly into local 

community projects recommended by 

stores as part of our Community Grants 

programme. In 2007, £159,000 was 

donated to local projects.

New targets
By March 2008 we 
aim to grow colleague 
participation in Local 
Heroes by 20% 
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Fast fact 

In 2006, we paid out over £100,000 in 

vouchers to those customers who lost 

out in the Farepak collapse.

Helping our 
customers
 

Service standards 
Whilst customer transactions have increased, we have 
maintained our corporate target of a ‘one in front’ queue length 
for the main estate and a queue time of less than 60 seconds 
within the convenience stores. 

We have simplified our checkout systems, which has reduced the 
transaction time for our customers. 

Following the successful trial of new customer service training 
in our Stores of the Future, we rolled this out to all colleagues 
who work on our customer service desks. Our mystery customer 
results have shown significant improvement in the standard 
of colleague service provided at our customer service desks. 
Feedback from colleagues shows improved levels of confidence 
and ownership for resolving customer problems. 

Case study
 

 
Responding to dissatisfied customers

“A customer complained recently that 
there were quite a few products she used 
to buy but could no longer find in store. 
We offered the customer an ‘accompanied 
shop’, which was booked in for the 
following week. Walking every aisle with 
the customer helped trigger queries about 
lines. We built up a rapport and agreed on 
other areas for improvement as we walked 
the shop floor.

Afterwards, I spoke to head office about 
the product queries. Some of the products 
we were able to re-order. For others, I got 
answers on why we couldn’t stock them 
any more. Once the list was completed, I 
phoned the customer and let her know the 
outcome, with which she was delighted. 
This helped me to keep an affluent 
customer happy and retain her custom.” 
Paul Gilligan, store manager,  
Sainsbury’s Islington

4
Making a positive 

difference to our 

community
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Community 
thinking
 

Healthy competition
The ‘Emerging Thinking’ produced by the Competition 
Commission’s inquiry into the groceries market raises a number 
of issues in relation to market definition, market structure, the 
supply chain and planning. 

We continue to engage with all the issues being considered 
by the Commission and are putting forward constructive 
suggestions to them. For example, we believe the Supermarket 
Code of Practice should be extended to all major supermarkets. 

Safer neighbourhoods
We support the aim of the Metropolitan Police Force’s 
‘Safer Neighbourhoods Programme’, designed to make local 
neighbourhoods feel more secure. In January 2007 our Head of 
Corporate Security was briefed to investigate what assistance 
we could give. As a result, we have entered into an agreement 
with the Force’s Assistant Commissioner to provide police bases 
at strategic locations within a number of our London stores.

The first of these has now been built and equipped at Pimlico 
and 15 more are currently being planned or are under 
construction. The use of these facilities will be free to the 
Commissioner for the next ten years. 

In addition, we are active players in the ShopWatch scheme, 
where our colleagues are trained by the Met as special 
constables. In return, we offer them for police patrol in the 
vicinity of their workplace for one day a fortnight.
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We believe that supporting 

our colleagues in an inclusive 

environment means treating 

everyone fairly 

5
A great place 

to work

Highlights of 2006/07

Proportion of 

female senior 

managers 

increased from 

20% to 28%

Launch of 

the Colleague 

Wellbeing Charter
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Introduction
“We want to make our business a great place to work. 
We believe that by recruiting, retaining and engaging 
the best people, we can deliver great service to our 
customers, a fair deal for our suppliers and have a 
positive impact on both the environment and our 
communities.

We value the skills of a diverse workforce and the 
experience of all our colleagues. We believe that 
supporting our colleagues in an inclusive environment 
means treating everyone fairly, engaging them around 
our goals and values and investing in their training and 
development.”
Imelda Walsh, Human Resources Director

“ We value the skills of a diverse 

workforce and the experience of all 

our colleagues”
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Recruitment and 
retention
 
Attracting and recruiting the best people is only half the battle. 
Retaining and developing our colleagues is critical. We recognise 
that the best way to do this is to engage our colleagues around 
our goal and values and provide a variety of opportunities for 
everyone, at all levels, to reach their full potential. 

Since our retention programme started in 2004 we have 
reduced the number of non-management colleagues leaving 
each year by over 10,500, a further improvement on last year. 
We are committed to improving this figure and have a number of 
initiatives in place designed with this goal in mind:

•  We are keen to encourage excellent leadership qualities in our 
business and, to date, 10,000 management colleagues have 
attended our ‘Making Sainsbury’s Great Again’ Leadership 
development programme

•  Building on the success of our ‘Making Sainsbury’s Great Again’ 
Leadership Development Programme, we have rolled out a 1-day 
programme to 9,000 line managers. Subsequent learning and 
development activities and personal development plans for all 
managers are being developed

•  In 2006/07 we will pay around 118,000 colleagues a bonus 
totalling approximately £56 million

•  We have given our supermarket colleague councils a budget 
of £800 per year to spend on engagement initiatives, such as 
improving facilities in the rest areas by providing a new TV and 
DVD player for the colleague restaurant. Stores have also used 
the budget to organise events that encourage colleagues to TRY 
new products, holding tasting sessions for the Chinese New Year, 
for example

•  Acting on ‘Talkback’ feedback demonstrates to colleagues that 
we value their opinions. Individual teams and the colleague 
councils liaise to assess the results and devise action plans to 
make us a great place to work

•  We offer flexible contracts for all our colleagues, enabling them 
to choose working hours that suit both their lifestyle and home 
responsibilities as well as meeting our customers’ needs

•  Sainsbury’s has had a veterans’ association for 60 years and 
through it is able to provide over 15,500 retired colleagues with a 
social and supportive network. As a group, the veterans are also 
active volunteers and fundraisers within their local communities

Training and development
Our ‘Talkback’ feedback tells us that colleagues feel they are 
receiving the training they require, which equips them to carry 
out their roles. So we were particularly pleased to be one of 
the first employers to sign up to the Skills Pledge launched by 
the DfES. This supports our ongoing commitment to ensuring 
that learning and development is accessible to all colleagues 
and through our participation in this pledge gives them the 
opportunity to gain a qualification which recognises their 
vocational skills.

Investors in People
We are the first food retailer and the largest private sector 
company that has qualified for Investors in People status, which 
has been held since 2001. In 2007 we are working towards 
re-accreditation with the new tougher IiP standard, which moves 
beyond training processes to cover much broader leadership 
practices.

 
Talkback

Our colleague opinion survey ‘Talkback’ 

was completed by 92% of colleagues in 

2006/07. Our Colleague Engagement Index 

is made up of key questions from the survey 

and measures the level of colleagues’ 

engagement with our business. Last year 

we set a target of a four-point improvement 

in our engagement score. We beat this 

target, achieving a seven-point increase, a 

continuation of year-on-year improvement. 

5
A great place  

to work

New targets
Investors in People 
re-accreditation in 2007 

64% 69% 76%

Talkback survey results 
‘Talkback’ Colleague Engagement score
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We are developing links 

with schools to offer 

career workshops for 

school children

Investing in the future of food
In November 2006, we announced plans to tackle the critically 
low number of food technologists who are essential for the 
guarantee of healthy, safe, fresh and tasty food in the UK.

The ‘Taste the World’ scheme will fund food science graduates 
to travel the world for up to 12 months, visiting suppliers and 
partners worldwide to learn about what it means to source fresh, 
safe and tasty food for our customers. We are working closely 
with a number of universities around the UK to help implement 
the scheme. 

This is part of a major investment to attract the best food 
experts to our business.  

“Encouraging graduates to become interested in food technology 
is crucial to the industry and ultimately the future of Britain’s 
health. We hope this scheme whets their appetite for joining the 
industry. Travelling is also something that appeals to young people 
so this scheme will attract the best candidates, which is a positive 
step for the food industry.” 
Professor Christine Williams, The University of Reading 

Our bakery apprenticeship scheme, launched in 2005/06, has 
so far given more than 30 colleagues all the skills they need to 
go from a total beginner to a fully trained baker in 12-18 months. 
The scheme also gives nationally recognised qualifications 
to colleagues, including the SNVQ Level 2 and a technical 
certificate. 

Giving something back
As well as our ‘Active Kids’ programme, detailed under ‘Making 
a positive difference to our community’, we are developing 
links with local schools to offer mock interviews and career 
workshops for schoolchildren to improve career skills.

Shining Stars
In September 2006, we relaunched our Shining Stars 
recognition programme to reinforce the importance of our 
values in achieving our corporate goal. We now involve our 
colleague councils in agreeing the allocation of Shining Stars 
each month, and we have increased the number of Shining Stars 
available for team awards, for achievements such as saving the 
most electricity.

Fast fact 

Food science graduates in the UK 

have halved in the last decade.

Fast fact 

One in four food science 

jobs in the UK are vacant.

Fast fact 

Our ‘Taste the World’ 

scheme will fund food 

science graduates to 

travel the world for up 

to 12 months.
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Equality and 
diversity
We believe that the creation of a workforce whose diversity 
reflects our customer base has a significant role to play in 
making our business a great place to work and providing our 
customers with the service they expect. There are considerable 
challenges in setting and meeting recruitment and retention 
targets related to age, gender, ethnicity and disability. We believe 
that these challenges are worth tackling.

Despite having 60% female colleagues in store, we believe there 
is more we need to do to make Sainsbury’s a place at which 
women want to work. Our particular area of focus is to improve 
female representation at management levels and our target is 
for 20% of duty managers and 15% of store managers to be 
female by 2009. We have held listening groups to discuss the 
barriers to female progression. As a result, we are introducing 
a number of initiatives to help retain and develop women in the 
business. These are being introduced throughout the financial 
year 2007/08 and include a mentoring programme, detailed 
career development plans to help colleagues manage their own 
careers, role-modelling job sharing partnerships and female 
targeted recruitment. 

Disadvantaged people
One of our aims is to encourage more disadvantaged people 
into the workplace. This includes those who are long-term 
unemployed as well as those with a disability. We are currently 
working with the Learning and Skills Council, looking at an 
opportunity to get disadvantaged young adults leaving school 
into work. Part of that work has been to develop an industry-
wide model for apprenticeships, taking some of the complexity 
out of achieving workplace qualifications. We are hoping to 
link this to the further development of our Bakery and Skills 
Apprenticeships.

In partnership with Groundwork, we have established an 
ex-offenders programme that will help candidates become ‘job-
ready’ with life and work skills as well as to provide supported 
work placement opportunities. The first placements were made 
in May 2007.

We have also established Local Employment Partnerships, which 
see us work with local Jobcentre Plus centres to provide support 
for benefits claimants getting back to work.

Mencap
This year we joined Mencap’s WorkRight Scheme as part of our 
commitment to introducing more individuals with a learning 
disability into our stores.

We have successfully completed pilot schemes in the Isle of 
Wight and Broadcut stores. In each case, our team working with 
Mencap is likely to include the store management team, the 
store trainer, the personnel team and the line manager who will 
be responsible for the placement. 

We partnered with Mencap because it helps us open up a pool of 
untapped talent. We know that by better reflecting our diverse 
customer base we will be a stronger business. To date, we have 
completed 15 work placements for colleagues under this scheme 
and this number will grow to 50 in 2007/08.

 
“It is great to see large national employers joining the scheme 
and making a proactive and dedicated commitment to employing 
people with a learning disability – the most excluded group of 
people in the workplace.” 
Jo Williams, Chief Executive, Mencap 
 
“Sainsbury’s decision to become a WorkRight partner is great 
news. This is a win-win situation – Sainsbury’s taps into a pool of 
talent and no-one is excluded from the world of work. The majority 
of people with a learning disability want to work but lack the 
support to find and maintain long-term employment.”  
Sir Digby Jones, former director-general, CBI 

WorkRight in action – Broadcut store 
“I hadn’t had a job since leaving college. 
Working at Sainsbury’s has given me more 
confidence to do things outside of work, 
and it helps that I’ve also got more money 
now. My team, supervisor and manager 
have all been very supportive. I wouldn’t 
change a thing about the job – I’m really 
happy with it.” 
Keiran Banting, Sainsbury’s Broadcut store

Case study
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New targets
 •  We will have 30 colleagues 

in the ex-offenders 
programme by March 2008

•  To date, we have completed 
15 work placements for 
colleagues under the 
Mencap scheme and this 
number will grow to 50 in 
2007/08 

•  We will have 90 
colleagues in the bakery 
apprenticeship scheme by 
March 2008

•  Our target is for 20% of 
duty managers and 15% 
of store managers to be 
female by 2009 
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Our response to age legislation
Since 1 October 2006 all forms of age-related discrimination 
have been outlawed. Amongst other things, the new legislation 
made it illegal to discriminate against current or future 
employees based on their age. This included making it unlawful 
for companies to force workers to retire before 65 or to 
stipulate or assess candidates on age criteria for recruitment 
and selection purposes.

We have not had a default retirement age for many years as we 
want to provide employment opportunities for older workers 
as well as retain our existing colleagues for as long as possible. 
We have also removed the date of birth section from our 
application forms and we included information and guidance in 
our Fair Treatment internal workshops nine months ahead of the 
legislation.

Our workforce profile data
Gender 
We have increased the proportion of women in senior 
management positions from 20% in 2005/06 to 28% in 
2006/07. We will use this increase in female senior managers to 
mentor and support the growth of female middle managers in 
the business. 

Ethnic 
16.5% of colleagues in our stores are from an ethic minority 
background. This represents a slight increase from 16% in 
2005/06. In our convenience stores, ethnic minorities now 
constitute 55.7% of our workforce.

Age 
Overall, our age profile has remained consistent between  
2005 and 2006.

20 - 49  
60%

Percentage of total corporate headcount

Percentage of total supermarket headcount

Male

Female

Female  
57%

Male  
43%

Under 19

20 - 49

50+

Under 19  
18%

50+  
22%
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Health and safety
Colleague safety
In 2006/07 we saw a further drop in our colleague reportable 
incident rate of just over 3%, giving us an overall drop of 14.2% 
from our base year 2004/05. As monitoring incident rates is 
a reactive measure of our performance, we also look at our 
‘Talkback’ measure to understand the overall feeling towards 
health and safety in our stores. In our stores, the response to the 
statement, “Health & Safety is taken seriously where I work”, has 
increased by five points to 86% in 2006/07.

In 2006, the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents 
(RoSPA) awarded us a silver Health and Safety award for 
the performance of our Store Support Centre. RoSPA also 
recognised our home delivery service with a silver ‘Managing 
Occupational Road Risk’ award.

Our programme of Assessment by the British Standards Institute 
within our Supply Chain Division has continued with all of our 
Sainsbury’s operated sites and the overall division achieving 
the Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series 18001 
standard.

5
A great place  

to work

Colleague wellbeing
We want to encourage healthy eating and a healthy lifestyle 
among our colleagues and this year made progress on a number 
of initiatives with this objective in mind.

In 2006/07 we piloted a colleague wellbeing programme within 
two of our supply chain sites and have had positive results in 
both colleague feedback and injury/absence performance. As a 
result we are now rolling this programme out to an additional 
two supply chain sites and are looking at how we can include our 
retail store based colleagues as well. 

In 2007 we developed a Wellbeing Charter which includes  
our commitment to:

•  Prevent adverse impacts to our colleagues’ health and wellbeing 
by ensuring that we have in place adequate health surveillance 
processes, a smoke-free environment, monitoring for potential 
causes of stress and risk assessment for their impacts

•  Promote awareness of the impacts on health and wellbeing 
amongst our colleagues through the provision of information and 
training and providing access to appropriate professional experts

•  Improve the overall health of our colleagues by encouraging 
colleagues to be active whilst at work as well as outside of the 
working environment

•  Support colleagues who wish to stop smoking 

•  Ensure that we offer reasonably sized/priced healthy eating 
options in our workplace restaurants.

Fast fact 

We have offered information and 

awareness to colleagues on the 

benefits of stopping smoking.
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Supporting colleagues who want  
to stop smoking
Across all our stores, we are making adjustments for the smoking 
bans which are already in force in Wales, Northern Ireland and 
Scotland and due to come into force in England in July 2007. 
The new legislation has led to the closure of smoking rooms 
across our estate. We have offered information and awareness 
to colleagues on the benefits of stopping smoking through our 
‘Time for the last cigarette?’ campaign. Our old smoking rooms in 
stores have either been changed into a training room or used for 
the benefit of colleagues as a rest area. 

Healthy colleague sampling
We have included healthy ‘TRY’ tips in a customer campaign and 
have produced energy in-energy out information as well as a 
5-a-day booklet to encourage colleagues to eat more healthily. 
We are also working to improve the healthy options offered in 
our colleague restaurants. 

 

 

We are making 

adjustments for the 

smoking bans which are 

already in force in Wales, 

Northern Ireland and 

Scotland and due to come 

into force in England in 

2007

Fast fact 

In 2006 the Royal Society for the 

Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) 

awarded us a silver Health and Safety 

award for the performance of our 

Store Support Centre.
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Your feedback
We hope you found our Corporate 
Responsibility Report 2007 informative 
and interesting.

We are always looking to improve our 
CR Reporting and would welcome any 
feedback you have.

Contact us
cr.info@sainsburys.co.uk

Corporate responsibility 
J Sainsbury plc 
33 Holborn 
London 
EC1N 2HT


